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What can be explored at EIC in eA collisions ?

2

How are parton distributions changed  in nuclei ? Nuclear PDFs, proton & neutron structure 

How and when partons saturate in nuclei ? Parton saturation 

How nucleons/nuclei stay intact in high energy collision?  
What is the nature of color singlet exchange ?  Diffraction and shadowing  

How partons interact with nuclear medium ?  Hadronization in medium  

Nature of the strong force, correlations in nuclei ? EMC effect,  short range correlations 

Beams with different A: from light nuclei to the heavy nuclei 

Polarized electron and nucleon beams. Possibility of polarized light ions. 

Variable center of mass energies 20 -140 GeV 

High luminosity 1033 − 1034cm−2s−1

Capabilities of  EIC

Physics with nuclear beams
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Yellow Report     arXiv:2103.05419

The purpose of the Yellow Report Initiative is to advance the state and detail of the documented physics studies (White 
Paper, Institute for Nuclear Theory program proceedings)  and detector concepts (Detector and R&D Handbook) in 
preparation for the realization of the EIC. The effort aims to provide the basis for further development of concepts for 
experimental equipment best suited for science needs, including complementarity of two detectors towards future 
Technical Design Reports. 

From the Yellow Report Chapter 1:

One year effort 

4 workshops, 902 pages, 415 authors, 151 institutions 

Organisation

Physics Working Group 
   Inclusive Reactions 
   Semi-Inclusive Reactions 
   Jets & Heavy Quarks 
   Exclusive Reactions 
   Diffraction & Tagging 

Detector Working Group 
  Tracking  
  Particle ID 
  Calorimetry (EM + Hadronic) 
  Far-forward detectors 
  DAQ/Electronics 
  Central Detector/Integration & Magnet 
  Forward Detector/IR integration 
  Polarimetry/Ancillary Detectors 
  Detector Complementarity 
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Inelastic scattering off proton

e(kµ)
e(kµ1 )

�(qµ)
p(Pµ)

Elastic scattering off parton
(quark)

W 2 = (p+ q)2

s = (p+ k)2 total cms energy

total energy of 
photon-proton 

system

Photon virtuality : 
resolving power

Bjorken x

Q2 = �q2

x =
Q2

2P · q ' Q2

Q2 +W 2

has the interpretation of the longitudinal momentum fraction of the proton carried 
by the struck quark

x

Q2 = �q2 Resolving power high energy  W small x
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Global structure of nuclei

6

Precise measurement of nuclear structure functions for 
wide range of nuclei and wide kinematic range 

Extraction of nuclear PDFs which are essential for 
understanding nuclear structure 

Initial conditions for Quark-Gluon Plasma 

Sys. uncertainties at most few %, stat. negligible 

Proton, deuteron and wide range nuclei structure 
function within one facility: reduction of uncertainties

158 7.3. THE NUCLEUS: A LABORATORY FOR QCD
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-1 L dt = 10 fb∫
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Figure 7.67: Relative statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties for inclusive cross
section measurements in 18x110 GeV e+A collisions expected at the EIC. Details of the sys-
tematic error estimate may be found in Section 8.1.

nPDFs via inclusive DIS

The DIS cross section can be expressed in terms of the structure functions F2 and
FL

s µ F2(x, Q2) � y2

1 + (1 � y)2 FL(x, Q2) . (7.37)

The former is mainly sensitive to the (anti-)quark content of the nucleon and dom-
inates the cross-section at high values of x. The latter, relevant in the unexplored
low x region, has a direct contribution from the gluon density [782]. The large Q2

lever arm of the EIC will allow us to precisely extract FL and further determine
the nuclear gluon PDF. Longitudinal and charm structure functions provide direct
access to the magnitude of nuclear effects on the gluon distribution [783].

The precision of the inclusive cross section measurements at the EIC at low values
of x (x < 10�2) and Q2 will significantly reduce the current theoretical uncertain-
ties. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7.68 which shows a comparison of the relative
uncertainties of three modern sets of nPDFs [26, 784, 785] in a gold nucleus (blue
bands) and their modification when including EIC DIS pseudodata in the fits (or-
ange bands). The overall effect is a significant reduction of the uncertainties in the
low-x region, where data is scarce or non-existent. The high-x, low Q2 region is
covered by fixed target experiments and will be further explored at CLAS.

CHAPTER 7. EIC MEASUREMENTS AND STUDIES 157

7.3.3 Nuclear PDFs

Nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) describe the behaviour of bound
partons in the nuclear medium. Like free-proton PDFs they are assumed to be
universal and are extracted through fits to existing data. To date, there is no com-
pelling evidence of factorization breaking or violation of universality.

The theoretical interpretation of A+A and p+A data from the LHC and RHIC also
relies on precise knowledge of nPDFs. However, in contrast to the free-proton
PDFs, the determination of nPDFs is severely limited by both the kinematic cover-
age and the precision of the available data.

The realization of the EIC will provide key constraints on nPDFs. Fig. 7.66 shows
the significant broadening of the kinematic coverage for all nuclei available at the
EIC. Note that nPDFs sets make different selections and apply extra kinematic cuts
that further reduce the explored space. In contrast with previous experiments, the
systematic uncertainties of the e + A inclusive DIS cross section measurements at
the EIC will be at most a few %, as depicted in Fig. 7.67. Additionally, the statis-
tical uncertainties will be negligible for almost the whole x coverage, gaining pre-
dominance only at the largest values of x. This broad kinematic coverage, almost
doubling the one from existing data, will revolutionize our current understanding
of partonic distributions in nuclei.

Figure 7.66: Kinematic coverage of experimental data and EIC pseudo data used in nPDFs
fits. The coverage corresponds to all measured nuclei together. Each nPDFs set has extra
cuts that further reduce the explored space.
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Nuclear structure

Nuclear shadowing 2

1. Introduction

The fact that nuclear structure functions in nuclei are different from the superposition

of those of their constituents nucleons is a well known phenomenon since the early

seventies, see references in the reviews [1, 2]. For example, for F2 the nuclear ratio is
defined as the nuclear structure function per nucleon divided by the nucleon structure

function,

RA
F2

(x, Q2) =
F A

2 (x, Q2)

A F nucleon
2 (x, Q2)

. (1)

Here‡, A is the nuclear mass number (number of nucleons in the nucleus). The variables
x and Q2 are defined as usually in leptoproduction or deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

experiments: in the scattering of a lepton with four-momentum k on a nucleus with four-

momentum Ap mediated by photon exchange (the dominant process at Q2 ! m2
Z0 , m2

W

where most nuclear data exist),

l(k) + A(Ap) −→ l(k′) + X(Ap′),

q = k − k′, W 2 = (q + p)2, x =
−q2

2p · q
=

−q2

W 2 − q2 − m2
nucleon

, (2)

see Fig. 1. The variable x has the meaning of the momentum fraction of the nucleon in
the nucleus carried by the parton with which the photon has interacted. Q2 = −q2 > 0

represents the squared inverse resolution of the photon as a probe of the nuclear content.

And W 2 is the center-of-mass-system energy of the virtual photon-nucleon collision

(lepton masses have been neglected and mnucleon is the nucleon mass), see e.g. [3] for full

explanations. The nucleon structure function is usually defined through measurements

on deuterium, F nucleon
2 = F deuterium

2 /2, assuming nuclear effects in deuterium to be
negligible.

The behaviour of RA
F2

(x, Q2) as a function of x for a given fixed Q2 is shown

schematically in Fig. 2. It can be divided into four regions§:

• RA
F2

> 1 for x ! 0.8: the Fermi motion region.

• RA
F2

< 1 for 0.25 ÷ 0.3 " x " 0.8: the EMC region (EMC stands for European

Muon Collaboration).

• RA
F2

> 1 for 0.1 " x " 0.25 ÷ 0.3: the antishadowing region.

• RA
F2

< 1 for x " 0.1: the shadowing region.

This review will be focused in the small x region i.e. that of shadowing, see [1, 2]

for discussions on the other regions‖. The most recent experimental data [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

‡ Sometimes the ratio of nuclear ratios is used e.g. R(A/B) = RA
F2

/RB
F2

.
§ Note that the deviation of the nuclear F2-ratios from one in all four regions of x, is sometimes referred
to as the EMC effect. I use this notation only for the depletion observed for 0.25 ÷ 0.3 " x " 0.8.
‖ The region of Fermi motion is explained by the Fermi motion of the nucleons. For the EMC region
there exist several explanations: nuclear binding, pion exchange, a change in the nucleon radius,. . . The
antishadowing region is usually discussed as coming from the application of sum rules for momentum,
baryon number,. . .

Nuclear ratio for 
structure function

Nuclear effects RA 6= 1

Nuclear shadowing 3

k
k’

q

l

l

A XAp
Ap’

Figure 1. Diagram of leptoproduction on a nucleus through virtual photon exchange.

x

A
2FR

0.1      0.3 0.8

1

shadowing

antishadowing
EMC

Fermi
motion

Figure 2. Schematic behaviour of RA
F2

(x, Q2) as a function of x for a given fixed Q2.

(see [1, 2, 10, 11, 12] for previous experimental results), confined to a limited region of
not very low x and small or moderate Q2 (and with a strong kinematical correlation

between small x and small Q2, see Fig. 3), indicate that: i) shadowing increases with

decreasing x, though at the smallest available values of x the behaviour is compatible

with either a saturation or a mild decrease [8]; ii) shadowing increases with the mass

number of the nucleus [6]; and iii) shadowing decreases with increasing Q2 [7]. On

the other hand, the existing experimental data do not allow a determination of the
dependence of shadowing on the centrality of the collision.

In the region of small x, partonic distributions are dominated by sea quarks and

gluons. Thus isospin effects, partially corrected in practice by the use of deuterium as

Schematic picture

• Fermi motion 

• EMC region 

• Antishadowing region 

• Shadowing region

x � 0.8

0.25� 0.3  x  0.8

0.1  x  0.25� 0.3

x  0.1
High energy
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x and Q2 are defined as usually in leptoproduction or deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

experiments: in the scattering of a lepton with four-momentum k on a nucleus with four-

momentum Ap mediated by photon exchange (the dominant process at Q2 ! m2
Z0 , m2

W

where most nuclear data exist),

l(k) + A(Ap) −→ l(k′) + X(Ap′),

q = k − k′, W 2 = (q + p)2, x =
−q2

2p · q
=

−q2

W 2 − q2 − m2
nucleon

, (2)

see Fig. 1. The variable x has the meaning of the momentum fraction of the nucleon in
the nucleus carried by the parton with which the photon has interacted. Q2 = −q2 > 0

represents the squared inverse resolution of the photon as a probe of the nuclear content.

And W 2 is the center-of-mass-system energy of the virtual photon-nucleon collision

(lepton masses have been neglected and mnucleon is the nucleon mass), see e.g. [3] for full

explanations. The nucleon structure function is usually defined through measurements

on deuterium, F nucleon
2 = F deuterium

2 /2, assuming nuclear effects in deuterium to be
negligible.

The behaviour of RA
F2

(x, Q2) as a function of x for a given fixed Q2 is shown

schematically in Fig. 2. It can be divided into four regions§:

• RA
F2

> 1 for x ! 0.8: the Fermi motion region.

• RA
F2

< 1 for 0.25 ÷ 0.3 " x " 0.8: the EMC region (EMC stands for European

Muon Collaboration).

• RA
F2

> 1 for 0.1 " x " 0.25 ÷ 0.3: the antishadowing region.

• RA
F2

< 1 for x " 0.1: the shadowing region.

This review will be focused in the small x region i.e. that of shadowing, see [1, 2]

for discussions on the other regions‖. The most recent experimental data [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

‡ Sometimes the ratio of nuclear ratios is used e.g. R(A/B) = RA
F2

/RB
F2

.
§ Note that the deviation of the nuclear F2-ratios from one in all four regions of x, is sometimes referred
to as the EMC effect. I use this notation only for the depletion observed for 0.25 ÷ 0.3 " x " 0.8.
‖ The region of Fermi motion is explained by the Fermi motion of the nucleons. For the EMC region
there exist several explanations: nuclear binding, pion exchange, a change in the nucleon radius,. . . The
antishadowing region is usually discussed as coming from the application of sum rules for momentum,
baryon number,. . .

€ 
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Figure 1. Diagram of leptoproduction on a nucleus through virtual photon exchange.
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Fermi
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Figure 2. Schematic behaviour of RA
F2

(x, Q2) as a function of x for a given fixed Q2.

(see [1, 2, 10, 11, 12] for previous experimental results), confined to a limited region of
not very low x and small or moderate Q2 (and with a strong kinematical correlation

between small x and small Q2, see Fig. 3), indicate that: i) shadowing increases with

decreasing x, though at the smallest available values of x the behaviour is compatible

with either a saturation or a mild decrease [8]; ii) shadowing increases with the mass

number of the nucleus [6]; and iii) shadowing decreases with increasing Q2 [7]. On

the other hand, the existing experimental data do not allow a determination of the
dependence of shadowing on the centrality of the collision.

In the region of small x, partonic distributions are dominated by sea quarks and

gluons. Thus isospin effects, partially corrected in practice by the use of deuterium as

Schematic picture

• Fermi motion

• EMC region

• Antishadowing region

• Shadowing region

x � 0.8

0.25� 0.3  x  0.8

0.1  x  0.25� 0.3

x  0.1

High energy

���e
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FIG. 4. The reduced cross section (left) in e+Au collisions at EIC is plotted as a function of Q2 and x, the kinematic space
covered by currently available experimental data is marked on the plot by the the green area. The measured reduced cross
section points are shifted by �log10(x) for visibility. Two examples of the �r (right) at Q2 values of 4.4 GeV2 and 139 GeV2 are
plotted versus x, with the ratio between the widths of the experimental and theoretical uncertainties shown in the bottom panel.
In both plots the statistical and systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature and compared to the theory uncertainty (gray
bands) from CT14NLO+EPPS16. The overall 1.4% systematic uncertainty on the luminosity determination in not shown on
the plots. Points that correspond to di↵erent energy configurations are horizontally o↵set in Q2 for visibility.
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FIG. 5. Left: The distribution of the momentum of a decay K from cc̄ production events versus pseudo-rapidity. Right: The
vertex position of K in inclusive DIS (blue line) compared to cc̄ production events (red line).

significantly exceed 2%.

C. QED Corrections

Cross section measuremeants with a precission as an-
ticipated from an EIC need to account for all processes,
which could alter the relation of measured to true event

kinematics. The radiation of photons and the corre-
sponding virtual corrections (QED corrections) from the
incoming and outgoing lepton can cause significant e↵ects
on the reconstruction of the reduced cross-section. The
correction of these radiative e↵ects can be either done
through Monte-Carlo techniques or including the QED
e↵ects directly in the PDF analysis.

For neutral-current l + A scattering, there exists a
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FIG. 6. The reduced cross section (left) of cc̄ production in e+Au collisions at an EIC is plotted as a function of Q2 and x. The
points are shifted by �log10(x)/10 for visibility. Two examples of the �cc̄

r (right) at Q2 values of 4.4 GeV2 and 139 GeV2 are
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In both plots the statistical and systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature and compared to the theory uncertainty (gray
bands) from CT14NLO+EPPS16. The overall 1.4% systematic uncertainty on the luminosity measurement in not shown on
the plots. Points that correspond to di↵erent energy configurations are horizontally o↵set in Q2 for visibility.

gauge-invariant classification into leptonic, hadronic and
interference contributions. The dominant correction
comes from the leptonic contribution, where the photons
are emitted collinear with the leptons and give rise to
large logarithmic terms / log(Q2/m2

`), where m` is the
lepton mass. In comparison to the case with no radia-
tion, the momentum carried by the radiated photons will
alter the values of x and Q2 measured from the scattered
lepton. Since the PDFs are typically very steep func-
tions of x, even small changes can lead to large variation
in the cross sections. Also the initial- and final-state
quarks may radiate photons giving rise to large logarith-
mic terms, which are nowadays often resummed to pho-
tonic component in the PDFs. However, these correc-
tions do not alter the event kinematics and are therefore
much smaller than the contributions coming from the ra-
diation o↵ the leptons.

The e↵ect of the QED radiation o↵ the incoming and
outgoing lepton can be quantified by a correction factor

RC =
�r(O(↵em))

�r(born)
� 1, (3)

where �r(born) and �r(O(↵em)) are the reduced cross
section at born-level and including the first-order radia-
tive corrections, respectively. To compute the above cor-
rection factors for �r and �cc̄

r for the EIC kinematics,
a sample of events were generated using the DJANGO
simulator [38]. The DJANGO Monte-Carlo generator
was recently expanded to simulate `+A collisions includ-

ing O(↵em) radiative e↵ects. The simulations show that
most of the radiative real photons have an energy much
below 1 GeV, as shown in Figure 7 (left). These radiative
photons are typically emitted at very rear angles (in the
electron going direction), see Figure 7 (right), and are
uniformly distributed in azimuthal angle.
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FIG. 7. The energy (left) and polar angle (right) distribution
of radiative photons emitted in e+Au collision events.

Figure 8 shows the radiative correction factor versus
the inelasticity, y, due to QED radiation in e+Au col-
lisions at

p
s = 89.4 GeV for di↵erent Q2 values, in

the case of inclusive (left plot) and charm (right plot)
reduced cross sections. These values are compatible with
earlier predictions [39]. In the photon-nucleon center-of-
mass frame, the maximum energy of the radiated photon,

Inclusive Charm 

Precision measurements of the reduced cross section: inclusive and charm component in nuclei 
Errors much smaller than the uncertainties of QCD predictions

Aschenauer, Fazio, Lamont, Paukkunen, Zurita
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CHAPTER 7. EIC MEASUREMENTS AND STUDIES 159

Figure 7.68: Relative uncertainty bands for Au at Q2 = 1.69 GeV2 for u (first row), ū (sec-
ond row), s (third row) and gluon (lower row) for three different sets of nPDFs. The blue
and orange bands correspond to before and after including the EIC pseudodata in the fit,
respectively.

Probing nuclear gluons with heavy flavor production

Heavy flavor (HF) production is a powerful observable that will complement in-
clusive DIS measurements in determining nuclear modifications of the PDFs, in
particular for the gluon distribution. Recent results from ultraperipheral A + A
collisions [786,787,787–790] as well as HF and dijet production in p + Pb [791–793]
at the LHC support nuclear suppression with respect to the proton gluon at
x ⌧ 0.1 (shadowing). However, little is known about gluon enhancement (anti-
shadowing) at x ⇠ 0.1 or a possible suppression at x > 0.3 (“gluonic EMC effect”).
At the EIC it will be possible to obtain a direct constraint of the gluon density by
measuring HF pairs which at LO are produced through the photon–gluon fusion
process. This channel probes the gluon PDFs for x > axB, where a = 1 + 4m2

h/Q2

and mh is the heavy quark mass. This measurement will also permit the study of
different heavy quark mass schemes and constrain the intrinsic HF components in
the nPDFs [794].

The feasibility and impact of nuclear gluon measurements with HF production

Significant impact of EIC 
measurements on nuclear PDFs 

Au
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F2,L(x,Q
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X

j

Z 1

x
dz C2,L(Q/µ, x/z;↵s) fj(z, µ) + . . .

 Collinear factorization
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fj(z, µ) =
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⇠
Pjk(⇠,↵s)fk(z/⇠, µ)

DGLAP evolution : linear evolution with scale

Nuclear modification in this framework: 
initial condition at low scales, linear 
evolution with scale 
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Impact of charm cross section on the gluon PDF at high x 
Charm is produced mainly in the photon-gluon fusion process 
Dedicated efforts to study of feasibility of measurement of charm from D 
decays to K and pion 
Significant impact on gluon at x>0.1. Sensitivity to EMC effect. 
Further constraints: FL 
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aspect of this new accelerator complex is to match the
high performance of a collider with a specially designed
and built comprehensive DIS-specific detector in order
to control systematic e↵ects. The detector requirements
come directly from the broad EIC science case. Some of
the key capabilities such a detector must have are:

• Hermetic coverage in a wide pseudo-rapidity

range: ⇠ |⌘|  4

• Good scattered lepton identification and mo-

mentum resolution: in almost all cases, the DIS
kinematics (x and Q2) of the collision are most ac-
curately calculated from the scattered electron [28].
Therefore, in order to measure these quantities as
precisely as possible, an excellent particle identi-
fication as well as momentum, angular resolution
and good energy resolution at very backward ra-
pidities are required for the scattered lepton.

• Good hadronic particle identification: for
semi-inclusive measurements, one is also interested
in identifying the hadrons produced coincidently
with the scattered lepton in the collisions. There
are various techniques, which can be utilized to
identify protons, pions and kaons at di↵erent mo-
mentum intervals. At low momenta, these can
be identified through their specific ionization (or
dE/dx) in a time projection chamber (TPC). At
higher momenta, Cherenkov detectors are most
widely used.

• Good secondary vertex resolution: for mea-
surements which involve heavy quarks (charm, bot-
tom) a high resolution µ-vertex detector is essential
in order to reconstruct the displaced vertices of the
heavy-quark hadrons produced.

• High resolution and wide acceptance for-

ward instrumentation: a Roman-pot spectrom-
eter with almost 100% acceptance and a wide cov-
erage in scattered proton four-momentum is cru-
cial for studies of di↵ractive physics in e�+p and
e�+A collisions. Furthermore, for e�+A collisions,
a zero-degree calorimeter (ZDC) with su�cient ac-
ceptance is a key feature vetoing on the nucleus
break-up and determining the impact parameter of
the collision [29].

III. REDUCED CROSS SECTION AND
LONGITUDINAL STRUCTURE FUNCTION

The inclusive DIS process is a hard interaction between
a lepton and a nucleon, in which the latter breaks up,
the invariant mass of the hadronic final state being much
larger than the nucleon mass. This is depicted in the left
diagram of Figure 2. All the relevant kinematic variables
that describe the interaction are defined in Table I.

N, A
GN,A(x)

xg

c

x, Q2
e

eʹ

c

FIG. 2. Left : A depiction of inclusive DIS. Right : cc̄ produc-
tion through photon-gluon fusion.

TABLE I. Relevant kinematical variables in a DIS process.

Variable Description
⌘ pseudo-rapidity of particle
x fraction of the nucleon momentum

carried by the struck parton
y inelasticity, fraction of the lepton’s energy lost

in the nucleon rest frame.p
s center-of-mass energy

Q2 squared momentum transferred to the lepton,
equal to the virtuality of the exchanged photon
Note the relation Q2 ⇡ xys.

The direct observable used for constraining the nPDF
is the cross section (�), which is customarily expressed
as a dimensionless quantity known as “reduced” cross
section �r, defined as

�r ⌘

✓
d2�

dxdQ2

◆
xQ4

2⇡↵2
em[1 + (1� y)2]

, (1)

where ↵em is the QED fine-structure constant. At small
x, the reduced cross section can be approximately ex-
pressed in terms of the structure function F2 and the
longitudinal structure function FL as

�r = F2(x,Q
2)�

y2

1 + (1� y)2
FL(x,Q

2). (2)

While F2 is sensitive to the momentum distributions
of (anti)quarks, and to gluons mainly through scaling vi-
olations, FL has a larger direct contribution from gluons
[30]. In most of the kinematical space covered by the
old fixed-target DIS experiments, �r is dominated by F2,
to the extent that the older data were presented solely
in terms of F2, largely disregarding FL. Therefore the
information on FL and, consequently, the direct access
to the nuclear gluon are not currently available. At an
EIC, the high luminosity and wide kinematic reach will
enable the direct extraction of FL and thereby more in-
formation on the behaviour of the nuclear gluons can be
obtained. In addition, an EIC will o↵er possibilities to

Heavy flavor impact on gluon PDF

160 7.3. THE NUCLEUS: A LABORATORY FOR QCD

at the EIC has been studied in dedicated efforts [26, 795, 796] by tagging, from
the simulated DIS sample, the K and/or p decay products from the D mesons
produced in the charm fragmentation. The reconstruction methods used in this
analysis [795] demonstrate the key role that particle identification (PID) will play.
It was shown that the charm reconstruction is significantly increased [797] when
PID capabilities are included.

In Ref. [26] a full fit using the EIC pseudodata for the inclusive (s) and the charm
cross-section (scharm) has found a significant impact on the reduction of the gluon
uncertainty band at high-x. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 7.69, where
the blue band is the original EPPS16* fit, the green band incorporates s pseudo-
data and the orange one adds also scharm. A similar dedicated study using PDF
reweighting with structure function Fcharm

2A was done in [96]. In the right panel of
Fig. 7.69 the impact of Fe pseudodata on the EPPS16 NLO gluon density [25] is
shown by the red band. The charm pseudodata substantially reduces the uncer-
tainty at x > 0.1, providing sensitivity to the presence of a gluonic EMC effect.
Comparing the red band (only charm pseudodata) with the results of Fig. 7.68
one can see that the high-x region can be equally studied considering inclusive or
charm pseudodata. It is by combining both observables that a striking reduction
is achieved (orange band, left panel of Fig. 7.69). Moreover, the measurement will
be complemented by jet studies that have already shown promising constraining
power for gluons in p+Pb collisions [793].
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�g
/g

µ2 = 2 GeV2

A = 56
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EPPS16 + EIC

Figure 7.69: Left: Relative uncertainty bands of the gluon for Au at Q2 = 1.69 GeV2 for
EPPS16* (light blue), EPPS16*+EIC s (green) and EPPS16*+EIC scharm (orange). Right: same
as left panel but for Fe at Q2 = 2 GeV2 for EPPS16 (yellow) and EPPS16+EIC scharm (red).

Investigating the A dependence of nPDFs

The EIC will have the capability to operate with a large variety of ion beams from
protons to Pb in order to scrutinize the A-dependence of nuclear PDFs. The dif-
ferent nuclei used in the nPDFs fits are usually connected through parameters for

Au Fe
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What happens at very low x ?  
Can the gluon density grow 

indefinitely ? 
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Collinear approach to parton evolution
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Collinear approach: DGLAP evolution
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DGLAP evolution equation for parton densities

Splitting functions calculated perturbatively

Parton densities: distributions in  
longitudinal momenta at a given scale

fi(x,Q
2)Q2

kn?

kn�1?

k2?

k3?

Collinear factorization of the cross section

d�(x,Q2) =
X

i

fi ⌦ d�̂i + O(⇤2/Q2) d�̂i partonic cross section, 
calculable perturbatively
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High energy or small x limit
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High energy limit: BFKL evolution
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Resummation performed by BFKL evolution equation
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sKNNLLx + . . .

Branching kernel (perturbative expansion)

QCD N=4 SYM
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,Q2)compare with DGLAP-
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Unintegrated, (transverse momentum 
dependent) gluon density
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Combining DGLAP and BFKL: low x resummation
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BFKL expansion has large higher orders: need resummation Ciafaloni, Colferai, Salam, AS

logarithms of scale (related 
to transverse momentum)

✓
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ln
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◆n ✓
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ln

Q

Q0

◆n

Problem with two 
large parameters

lnQ/Q0

ln 1/x

 Altarelli,  Ball, Forte;  Thorne; Thorne, White

Combine the information from both expansions

s

Q2 logarithms of 
energy

For accurate predictions at EIC resummed calculations which can 
interpolate between large, moderate and low x are necessary
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Another problem at low x: parton saturation
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Motivation:

3

Short versus long range 
correlations, pion cloud, 
intrinsic charm,…

Flavour dependence?; relation 
with shadowing and coherence

Multiple scattering, 
saturation,…; high-
energy QCD

How much does the structure 
of a hadron change when it is 
immersed in a nuclear medium?

ePb at LHeC/
FCC-he

eAu 
at 
EIC

Superfast quarks

���e

xGA(x,Q2
s)

�R2
AQ2

s

� 1 =⇥ Q2
s ⇤ A1/3x⇥�0.3

Where is the novel non-linear 
regime of QCD that leads to the 
saturation of parton densities?
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Q2
s(x,A) ⇠ A1/3

x�

QCD at high energy (low x) and/or high density (large A) 
predicts saturation of gluons

Nonlinear evolution generates saturation scale

Normalization of the saturation scale needs to be 
fixed in experiment

Evolution equations become non-linear ! 
(Balitsky-Kovchegov : BK equation, JIMWLK 
hierarchy)
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@

@ ln 1/x
f(x, k) = K ⌦ [f � f2]

Splitting of gluons must be accompanied by 
recombination, important at high density
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commentary

Dig deeper
Paul Newman and Anna Stasto

Deep inelastic scattering — using a twenty-first-century electron–hadron collider of su!cient energy and 
intensity — could teach us much more about nuclear matter at the smallest resolvable scales, as well as 
add to our understanding of the Higgs boson and to the search for physics beyond the standard model.

When Hans Geiger and 
Ernest Marsden observed 
α-particles back-scattered 

from a thin gold foil in their seminal 
experiments1, their colleague 
Ernest Rutherford famously declared 
it “almost as incredible as if you "red 
a "#een-inch shell at a piece of tissue 
paper and it came back and hit you”. By 
observing those direct collisions with 
concentrated centres of electric charge, 
not only did these pioneers discover 
the atomic nucleus, they also launched 
a new "eld of research that has led to 
numerous breakthroughs. Scattering a 
well-understood projectile from a target 
whose structure is to be determined, 
usually over vast statistics, is by now a 
familiar technique across a wide range of 
energies — forming the basis, for example, 
of X-ray di$raction and related "elds, 
which have revealed the structure of 

everything from simple crystals to DNA. 
It has also contributed enormously to 
fundamental physics for over a century.

In a less famous later quote2, addressing 
a Royal Society anniversary meeting as 
its President, Rutherford commented 
prophetically, “It would be of great scienti"c 
interest if it were possible in experiments 
to have a supply of electrons of which the 
individual energy of motion is greater 
even than that of the α-particle”. By the 
1950s, Robert Hofstadter was scattering 
beams of electrons with energies up to 
200 MeV from a "xed target, using an 
apparatus derived from a discarded Second 
World War gun carriage. His experiments 
showed for the "rst time that protons have 
a "nite radius3 — an observation almost 
as surprising at the time as the original 
discovery of the atomic nucleus. By 1969, 
scattering technology had developed to 
the point that a two-mile linear electron 

accelerator constructed at the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), 
producing a beam of 20-GeV particles, 
yielded another unexpected and paradigm-
changing discovery: the "rst direct 
evidence4 for the existence of quarks.

%is ‘deep inelastic scattering’ (DIS) 
of electrons from the electrically charged 
substructure of the proton has since 
evolved into the collider era with the 
building of the HERA accelerator at DESY 
lab in Hamburg, Germany. Experiments 
at HERA have precisely mapped5 the 
parton (quark and gluon) content of the 
proton over a wide range of values of 
‘Bjorken x’ — their fraction of the proton 
momentum — extending as low as x~10−4 
and providing a basis for quantitative 
predictions for proton interactions at 
CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC). 
However, although HERA made possible a 
large step up in the centre-of-mass energy 
of DIS experiments, its physics programme 
was ultimately limited by its relatively 
modest ‘luminosity’ (a measure of the rate 
of collisions achieved).

DIS in the twenty-first century
Given its history in our developing 
understanding of fundamental physics, 
it is perhaps surprising that there are, at 
present, no running or planned high-energy 
DIS facilities. Although it would take an 
enormous amount of resources to build 
a dedicated electron–hadron scattering 
machine that would have sensitivity to 
new physics beyond that of the LHC, there 
are ways in which a high-energy, high-
luminosity DIS facility — at comparatively 
modest cost — could complement and 
enhance the potential of the LHC in 
exploring the landscape of the TeV-energy 
scale. We will brie'y discuss some of the 
physics topics that might be addressed 
by such a machine, based on the "rst 
comprehensive proposals that have been 
made for two facilities, the Large Hadron–
Electron Collider (LHeC)6 and the Electron–
Ion Collider (EIC)7.
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Figure 1 | Total momentum density x∑f(x) of partons in the proton as a function of their momentum 
fraction x, at Q2 = 10 GeV2 (as an example). The blue band represents the uncertainty based on analysis 
of data from the HERA accelerator5,12. The coloured dots illustrate the parton content of the proton at 
each value of x. At large x, the proton is a dilute system. With decreasing x (or increasing energy), more 
and more partons are produced through splittings such as that of a gluon, g → gg; until at some point the 
parton density might become large enough for recombination processes such as gg → g to take place12. 
Figure courtesy of Voica Radescu, DESY.
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Color Glass Condensate: effective theory at high energy/density 
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Impressive progress in higher order calculations at NLO 
in CGC in the context of DIS:

Nonlinear evolution equations to NLO in QCD and to 
NNLO in N=4 SYM 
Resummation of higher orders in nonlinear evolution 
Impact factors for inclusive structure functions 
Impact factors for  heavy quarks 
Exclusive vector meson production and diffractive dijets 
Inclusive dijet and hard photon final states 

CGC calculations entering era of high 
precision 

Necessary  for EIC, which will probe moderate 
to low x
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Motivation:

3

Short versus long range 
correlations, pion cloud, 
intrinsic charm,…

Flavour dependence?; relation 
with shadowing and coherence

Multiple scattering, 
saturation,…; high-
energy QCD

How much does the structure 
of a hadron change when it is 
immersed in a nuclear medium?

ePb at LHeC/
FCC-he

eAu 
at 
EIC

Superfast quarks

���e

xGA(x,Q2
s)

�R2
AQ2

s

� 1 =⇥ Q2
s ⇤ A1/3x⇥�0.3

Where is the novel non-linear 
regime of QCD that leads to the 
saturation of parton densities?

Nuclei provide enhancement of the density 
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Opportunities at the EIC to test saturation using nuclei
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Testing saturation through inclusive structure functions at EIC
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(a) F2 (b) FL

FIG. 4. The F2 (a) and FL (b) structure functions for
197

Au as a function of x at Q2
= 10Q2

s(x). The black dashed curve

shows the BK predictions, the red dashed-dotted curve with the red error band the original NNPDF3.1 PDF predictions, and

the blue solid curve with a light-blue errorband the PDF predictions after the matching.

(a) F2 (b) FL

FIG. 5. Relative di↵erence (FBK
2,L � FRew

2,L )/FBK
2,L between the BK structure functions and the matched F2 (a) and FL (b) for

197
Au as a function of x and Q2

. The color scale/axis goes in a linear scale from �10% to 10% and in a logarithmic scale

outside that range. The black dots indicate the matching points.

PDFs are fitted to the same HERA data that is used to
constrain the BK boundary conditions. Whether F2 or
FL is used in reweighting has only a small e↵ect on the
determined reweighted PDFs. Thus, we do not expect
to see strong tensions when measurements from the EIC
or LHeC/FCC-he are eventually used to disentangle the
BK and DGLAP dynamics.

The reweighted nuclear up-quark and gluon distribu-
tions are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. Comparing to the
proton results shown in Figs. 7a and 7b we see that nu-
clear PDFs are a↵ected much more by the reweighting
already in the x . 10�3 region, which is expected, as in

nNNPDF2.0 there are only few data constraints in this
region. The reweighted nuclear PDFs are suppressed by
a large factor compared to the central values from the
nNNPDF2.0 set. Again both F2 and FL pseudodata have
similar e↵ects and as such no strong tensions with al-
ready existing data included in the nuclear PDF fits are
expected in global analyses. In Fig. 8a the nuclear gluon
distribution, reweighted with F2 data, becomes negative
at small x . 2 · 10�5 and at Q2 = 3.1 GeV2. However,
the gluon distribution is not an observable, and structure
functions remain positive.

Heavy nucleus: difference between DGLAP and nonlinear  are few % for  and up to 20% for . 

Longitudinal structure function can provide good sensitivity at EIC 

FA
2 FA

L

Study differences in evolution between  linear DGLAP evolution and nonlinear evolution with saturation 
Matching of both approaches in the region where saturation effects expected to be small 
Quantify differences away from the matching region: differences in evolution dynamics

6

(a) F2 (b) FL

FIG. 3. The relative di↵erence (FBK
2,L � FRew

2,L )/FBK
2,L between the BK predictions and the matched PDF predictions for F2 (a)

and FL (b) for proton shown as a function of Q2
for four di↵erent x values.

III. RESULTS

A. Proton

The structure functions F2 and FL for the proton be-
fore and after the reweighting on the Q2 = 10Q2

s(x) line
are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. The reweighting is done
separately for F2 and FL, as also in reality these two
quantities will be measured in di↵erent kinematical do-
mains and with a di↵erent experimental precision. The
structure functions obtained after the reweighting can be
seen to match very well to the BK results. This was to be
expected since the proton PDFs and the initial condition
for the BK evolution are fitted to the same precise HERA
data at x & 10�4, and the central NNPDF3.1 results are
already very close to the BK values to begin with in this
domain. However, a nearly perfect agreement with the
BK results is obtained also at x . 10�4. All in all, the
matching procedure is thus found to work extremely well
here.

Next we study how the di↵erences in the BK vs.
DGLAP dynamics become visible when we move away
from the Q2

⇡ 10Q2
s(x) line. In Figs. 2a and 2b we show

the relative di↵erence

FBK
2,L � FRew

2,L

FBK
2,L

(13)

as a function of both x and Q2, where FRew
2,L refers to

the corresponding structure function calculated using the
reweighted PDFs. The points used in the reweighting are
also indicated in these figures. One-dimensional projec-
tions of the same quantity are plotted at fixed values of
x in Fig. 3.

For the F2 structure function shown in Fig. 2a the dif-
ferences remain very small, at most at a few-percent level

almost everywhere in the studied x,Q2 range, except in
the high-x, high Q2 and low-x, low Q2 corners. This
is better visible in Fig. 3a where we show the relative
di↵erences as a function of virtuality Q2 at four di↵er-
ent x values from x = 5.6 ⇥ 10�3 (largest x for which
Q2 = 10Q2

s(x) � Q2
0, where Q2

0 is the initial scale in
the NNPDF3.1 PDF set) to x = 10�5. The smallest x
values in our plots are beyond reach for the EIC, which
will collide electrons with energies 5 � 18 GeV on pro-
tons and nuclei with energies 250 and 100 GeV/nucleon
respectively, resulting in a kinematic reach (at Q2 = 10
GeV2) down to x ⇠ 10�3 [33]. Smaller x values could
be probed at the LHeC (50 GeV electrons on Z/A ⇥ 7
TeV/nucleon protons and nuclei) whose kinematic reach
goes down to x ⇠ 10�5 [35] and at the FCC-he [14] (60
GeV electrons on Z/A⇥50 TeV/nucleon protons and nu-
clei) whose kinematic coverage extends to even lower x.
We see that around x ⇠ 10�4 the Q2 dependencies are
nearly equal in both frameworks. In the higher-x region
the BK equation predicts a stronger Q2 dependence than
the DGLAP equation, while in the x . 10�4 region the
BK dynamics results with a weaker Q2 dependence than
what the DGLAP equation predicts. As a result, at fixed
Q2

⇠ 10 GeV2 the relative di↵erence changes sign as a
function of x. Since the relative di↵erences remain at a
few-percent level, a very precise determination of the pro-
ton F2 is required in order to distinguish between the two
physical pictures in a statistically meaningful manner.

The di↵erences between the BK and DGLAP dynam-
ics are more clearly visible in the case of the structure
function FL. This can be seen from Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b
which show the analogous plots for FL that were above
discussed for F2. There are now larger di↵erences even
within the HERA kinematics as the FL data from HERA
are rather scarce. The DGLAP evolved FL shows gener-
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Testing saturation through (de)correlations of hadrons
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Azimuthal (de)correlations of two hadrons (dijets) in DIS in eA: direct test of the Weizsacker -Williams 
unintegrated gluon distribution 

3

pfragT Transverse momentum with respect to jet direction from hadronization
Qs Saturation scale

The rest of this article is organized as follows: in
Sec. II, we discuss the theoretical framework used for
the prediction of saturation effects in the dihadron cor-
relation measurement. A brief comparison of dihadron
correlations in e+A versus p+A is provided in Sec. III. In
Sec. IV, we give an overview of the planned EIC project
and present simulation results for dihadron correlations
at an EIC. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Sec. V.

II. DIHADRON CORRELATIONS IN THE
SATURATION FORMALISM

According to the effective small-x kt factorization es-
tablished in Ref. [29], which is briefly summarized above,
the back-to-back correlation limit of the dihadron pro-
duction cross section can be used to directly probe the
WW gluon distribution xG(1)(x, q⊥). As a comparison,
the hadron production in semi-inclusive deep inelastic
scattering (SIDIS), as shown in Ref. [31], is related to
the so-called dipole gluon distributions xG(2)(x, q⊥).

The coincidence probability C(∆φ) = Npair(∆φ)
Ntrig

is a

commonly exploited observable in dihadron correlation

studies, in which Npair(∆φ) is the yield of the correlated
trigger and associate particle pairs, while Ntrig is the
trigger particle yield. This correlation function C(∆φ)
depends on the azimuthal angle difference ∆φ between
the trigger and associate particles. In terms of theoretical
calculation, the correlation function is defined as

C(∆φ) = 1
dσ

γ∗+A→h1+X
SIDIS

dzh1

dσ
γ∗+A→h1+h2+X
tot

dzh1dzh2d∆φ . (1)

Let us consider a process of a virtual photon scatter-
ing on a dense nuclear target producing two final state
back-to-back qq̄ jets: γ∗ + A → q(k1) + q̄(k2) + X , in
which k1 and k2 are the four momenta of the two outgoing
quarks. This process is the dominant one in the low-x re-
gion, since the gluon distribution is much larger than the
quark distributions inside a hadron at high energy. The
back-to-back correlation limit indicates that the trans-
verse momentum imbalance is much smaller than each
individual momentum: q⊥ = |k1⊥ + k2⊥| " P⊥, with
P⊥ defined as (k1⊥ − k2⊥)/2. At leading order (LO), the
dihadron total cross section, which includes both the lon-
gitudinal and transverse contributions, can be written as
follows [29]:

dσγ∗+A→h1+h2+X
tot

dzh1dzh2d2ph1⊥d2ph2⊥
=C

∫ 1−zh2

zh1
dzq

zq(1−zq)
z2
h2z

2
h1

d2p1⊥d2p2⊥F(xg, q⊥)Htot(zq, k1⊥, k2⊥) (2)

×
∑

q e
2
qDq(

zh1

zq
, p1⊥)Dq̄(

zh2

1−zq
, p2⊥),

where C = S⊥Ncαem

2π2 gives the normalization factor, with
S⊥ being the transverse area of the target, zq is the longi-
tudinal momentum fraction of the produced quark with
respect to the incoming virtual photon, Htot is the com-
bined hard factor, k1⊥ and k2⊥ are the transverse mo-
menta of the two quarks, while ph1⊥ and ph2⊥ are the
transverse momenta of the two corresponding produced
hadrons respectively. F(xg, q⊥) comes from the relevant
WW gluon distribution xG(1)(xg, q⊥) evaluated with the
gauge links for a large nucleus at small x by using the
McLerran-Venugopalan model [12],

F(xg, q⊥) =
1

2π2

∫

d2r⊥e
−iq⊥r⊥

1

r2⊥
[1− exp(−

1

4
r2⊥Q

2
s)],

(3)

in which xg = zqp
2
h1⊥

z2
h1s

+ (1−zq)p
2
h2⊥

z2
h2s

+ Q2

s is the longi-

tudinal momentum fraction of the small-x gluon with
respect to the target hadron and Qs is the gluon satura-
tion scale. Dq(

zh
zq
, p⊥) represents the transverse momen-

tum dependent fragmentation functions, where p⊥ shows
the additional transverse momentum introduced by frag-

mentation processes. There can be more sophisticated
model description of the WW gluon distribution, which
involves a numerical solution to the BK type evolution
for the WW gluon distribution [34, 35]. But studying the
impact of these PDFs is beyond the scope of this work
presented here.

In principle, the so-called linearly polarised gluon dis-
tribution [32, 33] also contributes to the dihadron cor-
relation and can be systematically taken into account.
This part of the contribution comes from an averaged
quantum interference between a scattering amplitude and
a complex conjugate amplitude with active gluons lin-
early polarized in two orthogonal directions in the az-
imuthal plane. Numerical calculation shows that this
contribution is negligible for dihadron back-to-back cor-
relations. Also, this type of contribution vanishes when
the dihadron correlation function is averaged over the
azimuthal angle of the trigger particle.

As to the single-inclusive-hadron production cross sec-
tion, which enters the denominator of the definition of the
correlation function C(∆φ), it can be calculated from the

Clear differences between the ep and eA: suppression of 
the correlation peak in eA due to saturation effects 
(including the Sudakov resummation)

Further observables:  azimuthal correlations of dihadrons/
dijets in diffraction, photon+jet/dijet. These processes 
will allow to test various CGC correlators

k2

PA

PB

k1

· · ·

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams for two-particle production in a dilute system scattering on a dense
target with multiple scattering. The imbalance between the two-particle in transverse momentum

can be used to probe the unintegrated gluon distribution of the dense target.

widely used in the literature. The first gluon distribution, which is known as the Weizsäcker-
Williams (WW) gluon distribution, is calculated from the correlator of two classical gluon
fields of relativistic hadrons (non-abelian Weizsäcker-Williams fields) [10, 13]. The WW
gluon distribution has a clear physical interpretation as the number density of gluons inside
the hadron in light-cone gauge, but is not used to compute cross sections. On the other hand,
the second gluon distribution, which is defined as the Fourier transform of the color dipole
cross section, does not have a clear partonic interpretation, but it is the one appearing
in most of the kt-factorized formulae found in the literature for single-inclusive particle
production in pA collisions [11].

It was a long-standing question what is fundamentally different between these two gluon
distributions, and whether there is any observable sensitive to the WW distribution [14].
The objective of this paper is to answer these questions and show that these two gluon
distributions are the fundamental building blocks of all the TMD gluon distributions at
small x. Eventually, this leads us to an effective TMD-factorization for dijet production, in
the collision of a dilute probe with a dense target. We find that, in the small momentum
imbalance limit described below, the dijet production process in DIS can provide direct
measurements of the WW gluon distribution and the photon-jet correlations measurement
in pA collisions can access the dipole gluon distribution directly. In addition, other more
complicated dijet production processes in pA collisions will involve both of these gluon
distributions through convolution in transverse momentum space, when the large-Nc limit
is taken.

A short summary of our study has been published in Ref. [15]. Here we present the
detailed derivations, and the precise equivalence between the TMD and CGC approaches,
in the overlapping domain of validity, i.e. to leading power of the hard scale and in the
small x limit. In general, the TMD factorization is valid whatever x is but is a leading-twist
approach, while the CGC is applicable only at small x but contains all the power correc-
tions. Since the main objective of this paper is to understand dijet production processes
theoretically, we will put the phenomenological studies in a future work.

We focus on the two particle production (or dijet production at higher energy) in the
case of a dilute system scattering on a dense target, as illustrated in Fig. 1,

B + A → H1(k1) +H2(k2) +X , (1)

3

150 7.3. THE NUCLEUS: A LABORATORY FOR QCD

p
s = 90 GeV

ptrigT > 2 GeV

ptrigT > passocT > 1 GeV

0.2 < ztrigh , zassoch < 0.4
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Figure 7.63: Comparison between the dihadron azimuthal angle correlation in e+Au col-
lisions (labeled with filled red circles) and that in e + p collisions (labeled with filled teal
squares). The results with the detector smearing are shown in open markers. The solid lines
represent the results obtained from the theoretical model calculations in the CGC formalism.

link structure of the WW gluon distribution, and calculations within the CGC for-
malism, it has been proposed [537, 740] that the DIS back-to-back dijet/dihadron
production at the EIC can be used to directly probe the WW distribution, which
has not been measured before.

To directly probe the WW gluon distribution and gluon saturation effects at low
x, we can measure the azimuthal angle difference (Df) between two back-to-
back charged hadrons in e+A collisions (e+A ! e0h1h2X). This azimuthal angle
distribution can help us map the transverse momentum dependence of the in-
coming gluon distribution. The away-side peak of the dihadron azimuthal an-
gle correlation is dominated by the back-to-back dijets produced in hard scatter-
ings. Due to the saturation effect, the WW gluon TMD can provide additional
transverse momentum broadening to the back-to-back correlation and cause the
disappearance of the away-side peak when the saturation effect is overwhelm-
ing [537, 741]. A comparison of the heights and widths of the coincidence proba-
bilities C(Df) = Npair(Df)/Ntrig in e + p and e+A collisions will be a clear experi-
mental signature for the onset of the saturation effect.

Furthermore, following the prescriptions in Ref. [742], a Monte Carlo simulation
has been carried out for the azimuthal angle correlations of two charged hadrons
at

p
s = 90 GeV in e+pand e+Aucollisions. The results of the simulation are also

compared with the prediction from the saturation formalism. To focus on the low-x
region, the events within the range of the virtuality 1 < Q2 < 2 GeV2 and inelas-
ticity 0.6 < y < 0.8 are selected. Events in nearby Q2 and y bins are expected
to yield similar results. The hadron pairs are required to have an energy fraction
0.2 < ztrig, zassc < 0.4 within the pseudorapidity range |h| < 3.5 with ptrig

T > 2

Yellow Report
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⇠ F(xg, qT )⌦H(zq, k1T , k2T )⌦Dq(zh1/zq, p1T )⌦Dq(zh2/zq, p2T )
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� =
Q2

Q2 + M2
X � t

momentum fraction of the 
Pomeron w.r.t hadron

momentum fraction of parton 
w.r.t Pomeron

t = (p� p0)2 4-momentum transfer squared

⇠ ⌘ xIP =
Q2 +M2

X � t

Q2 +W 2

Diffractive DIS variables:

}X

}

k
k'

p p'

(ξ)

(β)

(Q2)

(t)

q
e

p
Y

Figure 1: A diagram of a di↵ractive NC event in deep inelastic process together with the
corresponding variables, in the one-photon exchange approximation. The large rapidity gap is
between the system X and the scattered proton Y (or its low mass excitation).

range in new machines, and in 3.3 the method to obtain the projected pseudodata with errors86

is discussed. In Sec. 4 we present our fitting methodology and the potential for constraining87

of the di↵ractive parton densities by both machines. Sec. 5 is devoted to the prospects of the88

di↵ractive deep inelastic in nuclei. Finally we summarize our findings in Sec. 6.89

2 Di↵ractive cross section and di↵ractive PDFs90

In Fig. 1 we show the diagram depicting a neutral current di↵ractive deep inelastic event.91

Charged currents could also be considered and they were measured at HERA [10] but with large92

statistical uncertainties and in a very restricted region of phase space. Although they could be93

measured at both the LHeC and the FCC-eh with larger statistics and more extended kinematics,94

in this first study we limit ourselves to neutral currents. The incoming electron(positron) with95

four momentum k scatters o↵ the proton, with incoming momentum p, and the interaction96

proceeds through the exchange of a virtual photon with four-momentum q. The kinematic97

variables for an such event include the standard deep inelastic variables98

Q2 = �q2 , x =
�q2

2p · q
, y =

p · q

p · k
, (1)

where Q2 is the (minus) photon virtuality, x is the Bjorken variable and y the inelasticity of the99

process. In addition, the variables100

s = (k + p)2 , W 2 = (q + p)2 , (2)

are the electron-proton center-of-mass energy squared and the photon-proton center-of-mass101

energy squared, respectively. The distinguishing feature of the di↵ractive event ep ! eXY102

is the presence of the large rapidity gap between the di↵ractive system, characterized by the103

invariant mass MX and the final proton (or its low-mass excitation) Y with four momentum p0.104

In addition to the standard DIS variables listed above, di↵ractive events are also characterized105

by an additional set of variables defined as106

t = (p� p0)2 , ⇠ =
Q2 +M2

X � t

Q2 +W 2
, � =

Q2

Q2 +M2
X � t

. (3)

3

x = ⇠�
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Diffraction: a reaction characterized by a large 
rapidity gap in the final state

Why diffraction ? 

• Dynamics of color singlet object (Pomeron). Relation 
to confinement 

• Sensitivity to gluon content, low  dynamics and 
saturation 

• Relation to shadowing 
• Limits of factorization and universality of diffractive 

PDFs

x

coherent incoherent

In nuclei
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Scattering at ep collider HERA
Non-diffractive DIS event
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Diffraction at HERA

10% events at HERA were of diffractive type


Large portion of the detector void of any particle activity: rapidity gap 

Proton stays intact despite undergoing violent collision with a 50 TeV electron (in 
its rest frame)
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Phase space (x,Q2) EIC-HERA in diffraction
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Rapidity range at EIC in diffraction
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Rapidity range for ye = 0.005 ÷ 0.96,  pT = 0 ÷ 4 GeV
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Figure 3: Ranges in the rapidity of the scattered proton and the undecayed dissociative system
X as a function of ⇠ for three di↵erent beam energy combinations at the EIC and for HERA.
The bands correspond to all cases where the proton transverse momentum is lower than 4 GeV,
0.005 < y < 0.96 and 0.1 < � < 0.9.

Due to the relatively small integrated luminosities in the reduced proton beam energy runs, the

HERA measurement of FD(3)
L [22] was limited by statistical uncertainties throughout most of

the phase space. Since the integrated luminosity expected at the EIC is around three orders of
magnitude larger than that at HERA, the sample sizes will be much larger (integrated luminosi-
ties of 10 fb�1 per beam energy are assumed here) and statistical uncertainties are expected to
be unimportant.

A detailed systematic uncertainty analysis was carried out in the HERA measurement, with
the conclusion that no single source dominated, but also giving some baseline from which to
extrapolate to the likely precision achievable on the cross sections at a future collider such as the
EIC. The best precision achieved in di↵ractive reduced cross section measurements at HERA
was at the 4% level, with uncorrelated sources contributing as little as 2%, arising primarily
from track-cluster linking and vertex finding e�ciencies. Recent and ongoing studies of pro-
posed EIC instrumentation solutions [24] already indicate that uncertainties of this kind will be
dramatically reduced at the EIC. We therefore consider scenarios in which the uncertainties that

7
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548 11.6. FAR-FORWARD DETECTORS

Roman pots
(inside pipe)

Off-Momentum Detectors

B1apf dipole

B0 Silicon  
Detector

ZDC

B0pf dipole

Hadron beam 
coming from IP

Figure 11.86: Image of the Far-Forward IR and the associated detector components.
Image generated using Geant4+EicRoot.

Detector (x,z) Position [m] Dimensions q [mrad] Notes
ZDC (0.96, 37.5) (60cm, 60cm, 2m) q < 5.5 ⇠4.0 mrad at f = p

Roman Pots (2 stations) (0.85, 26.0) (0.94, 28.0) (25cm, 10cm, n/a) 0.0 < q < 5.5 10 s cut.
Off-Momentum Detector (0.8, 22.5), (0.85, 24.5) (30cm, 30cm, n/a) 0.0 < q < 5.0 0.4 < xL < 0.6
B0 Spectrometer (x = 0.19, 5.4 < z < 6.4) (26cm, 27cm, n/a) 5.5 < q < 13.0 ⇠20 mrad at f=0

Table 11.44: Summary of far-forward detector locations and angular acceptances for charged
hadrons, neutrons, photons, and light nuclei or nuclear fragments. In some cases, the an-
gular acceptance is not uniform in f, as noted in the table. For the three silicon detectors
(Roman Pots, Off-Momentum Detectors, and B0 spectrometer) a depth is not given, just the
2D size of the silicon plane. For the Roman Pots and Off-Momentum Detectors, the sim-
ulations have two silicon planes spaced 2m apart, while the B0 detectors have four silicon
planes evenly spaced along the 1.2m length of the B0pf dipole magnet bore. The planes have
a ”hole” for the passage of the hadron beam pipe that has a radius of 3.2cm.

light nuclei which are separated from the hadron beam by up to 5 mrad. The windows
on the pots through which protons or light nuclei can enter to be measured by the silicon
detectors are generally placed within 1 mm or so of the beam (depending on the beam
optics and hence the transverse beam size at the RP location), with safe distance being
defined as the “10 sx,y” region, where sx,y is the transverse size of the beam in x and y.
Fig. 11.87 shows a cartoon sketch of the basic concept being considered, but note that
the stainless steel pots themselves are not shown in the cartoon. In this section, basic
requirements for the sensors will be discussed first, and technology appropriate for use in
the EIC diffractive physics program will be discussed at the end.

Basic Requirements for Roman Pots

In general, the Roman Pots need to have both the necessary acceptance and resolution
to carry out the diffractive physics program at the EIC. The acceptance is driven by the

Detector Angle Position [m]
ZDC  θ<5.5 mrad 37.5

Roman Pots 0.5<θ<5.0 mrad 26.0, 28.0
Off-momentum detectors θ<5.0 mrad 22.5, 25.5

B0 6.0<θ<20.0 mrad 5.4<z<6.4
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Small angle acceptance i.e. Roman pots

Much better than at HERA 

Best way to select diffractive events through proton tagging
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Figure 1: A diagram of a di↵ractive NC event in deep inelastic process together with the
corresponding variables, in the one-photon exchange approximation. The large rapidity gap is
between the system X and the scattered proton Y (or its low mass excitation).

range in new machines, and in 3.3 the method to obtain the projected pseudodata with errors86

is discussed. In Sec. 4 we present our fitting methodology and the potential for constraining87

of the di↵ractive parton densities by both machines. Sec. 5 is devoted to the prospects of the88

di↵ractive deep inelastic in nuclei. Finally we summarize our findings in Sec. 6.89

2 Di↵ractive cross section and di↵ractive PDFs90

In Fig. 1 we show the diagram depicting a neutral current di↵ractive deep inelastic event.91

Charged currents could also be considered and they were measured at HERA [10] but with large92

statistical uncertainties and in a very restricted region of phase space. Although they could be93

measured at both the LHeC and the FCC-eh with larger statistics and more extended kinematics,94

in this first study we limit ourselves to neutral currents. The incoming electron(positron) with95

four momentum k scatters o↵ the proton, with incoming momentum p, and the interaction96

proceeds through the exchange of a virtual photon with four-momentum q. The kinematic97

variables for an such event include the standard deep inelastic variables98

Q2 = �q2 , x =
�q2

2p · q
, y =

p · q

p · k
, (1)

where Q2 is the (minus) photon virtuality, x is the Bjorken variable and y the inelasticity of the99

process. In addition, the variables100

s = (k + p)2 , W 2 = (q + p)2 , (2)

are the electron-proton center-of-mass energy squared and the photon-proton center-of-mass101

energy squared, respectively. The distinguishing feature of the di↵ractive event ep ! eXY102

is the presence of the large rapidity gap between the di↵ractive system, characterized by the103

invariant mass MX and the final proton (or its low-mass excitation) Y with four momentum p0.104

In addition to the standard DIS variables listed above, di↵ractive events are also characterized105

by an additional set of variables defined as106

t = (p� p0)2 , ⇠ =
Q2 +M2

X � t

Q2 +W 2
, � =

Q2

Q2 +M2
X � t

. (3)

3

(xL, p?)
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 measured in LAB, collinear (e,p) frame(xL, p?, ✓)
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Y+ = 1 + (1� y)2

Reduced cross section depends on two structure functions:

d4�D

d⇠d�dQ2dt
=

2⇡↵2
em

�Q4
Y+ �D(4)

r (⇠,�, Q2, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="q4ZDj0ljyMzXfqQJNfnUakoH3+Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q4ZDj0ljyMzXfqQJNfnUakoH3+Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q4ZDj0ljyMzXfqQJNfnUakoH3+Q=">AAACc3icbVFda9swFJXdfXTZV9rBXvqwS7NBytJgh0D3MihbH/bYwNJ2RLGRZTkRlWwjyaXB6A/s5+1t/2Ive59i+2Frd0HocO45utJRUgquTRD89PydBw8fPd590nv67PmLl/29/QtdVIqyOS1Eoa4SopngOZsbbgS7KhUjMhHsMrn+vO1f3jCleZF/NZuSLSVZ5TzjlBhHxf3vOFOE1mk0Baz5SpLozNYpvuWQ4oQZAuksmkBqLHyEVjrBJQdMRLkmcY2VBCZtNLF1K59FUwt4BN/i99utO7NuhGd2OD2yrUnZoRsyakwjN2JkjuL+IBgHTcF9EHZggLo6j/s/cFrQSrLcUEG0XoRBaZY1UYZTwWwPV5qVhF6TFVs4mBPJ9LJuMrPwzjEpZIVyKzfQsH87aiK13sjEKSUxa323tyX/11tUJvuwrHleVobltB2UVQJMAdsPgJQrRo3YOECo4u6uQNfEJWvcN/VcCOHdJ98HF5NxGIzD2XRw+qmLYxcdoEM0RCE6QafoCzpHc0TRL++198YD77d/4B/6b1up73WeV+if8o//ADqZus8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q4ZDj0ljyMzXfqQJNfnUakoH3+Q=">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</latexit>

�D(4)
r (⇠,�, Q2, t) = FD(4)

2 (⇠,�, Q2, t)� y2

Y+
FD(4)
L (⇠,�, Q2, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+Efu8ZB+89CtDdF38xrakd6YMvk=">AAACbXicbVFNSxtBGJ5dtdpU21XpQS1lMIgJjWE3CHoRREvx0INCkyjZZJmdzCZDZnaXmXfFsOzNX9hb/4IX/4KTmIMmfWHg4fngnXkmTAXX4Lr/LHtpeeXD6trH0qf1jc9fnM2tlk4yRVmTJiJRtyHRTPCYNYGDYLepYkSGgrXD0eVEb98zpXkS/4FxyrqSDGIecUrAUIHziH3NB5L08txXEv8sKsfVIphiVVT8B17zQwakdtNr1KCKzzD+9d7aWDAdYT9ShObjXqPI74IfxVzi90IicMpu3Z0OXgTeDJTRbK4D56/fT2gmWQxUEK07nptCNycKOBWsKPmZZimhIzJgHQNjIpnu5tO2CnxgmD6OEmVODHjKvk3kRGo9lqFxSgJDPa9NyP9pnQyi027O4zQDFtPXRVEmMCR4Uj3uc8UoiLEBhCpu7orpkJiqwHxQyZTgzT95EbQadc+tezfH5fOLWR1raA/towry0Ak6R1foGjURRU+WY+1Yu9az/dX+Zn9/tdrWLLON3o19+AJvb7aE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Efu8ZB+89CtDdF38xrakd6YMvk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Efu8ZB+89CtDdF38xrakd6YMvk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Efu8ZB+89CtDdF38xrakd6YMvk=">AAACbXicbVFNSxtBGJ5dtdpU21XpQS1lMIgJjWE3CHoRREvx0INCkyjZZJmdzCZDZnaXmXfFsOzNX9hb/4IX/4KTmIMmfWHg4fngnXkmTAXX4Lr/LHtpeeXD6trH0qf1jc9fnM2tlk4yRVmTJiJRtyHRTPCYNYGDYLepYkSGgrXD0eVEb98zpXkS/4FxyrqSDGIecUrAUIHziH3NB5L08txXEv8sKsfVIphiVVT8B17zQwakdtNr1KCKzzD+9d7aWDAdYT9ShObjXqPI74IfxVzi90IicMpu3Z0OXgTeDJTRbK4D56/fT2gmWQxUEK07nptCNycKOBWsKPmZZimhIzJgHQNjIpnu5tO2CnxgmD6OEmVODHjKvk3kRGo9lqFxSgJDPa9NyP9pnQyi027O4zQDFtPXRVEmMCR4Uj3uc8UoiLEBhCpu7orpkJiqwHxQyZTgzT95EbQadc+tezfH5fOLWR1raA/towry0Ak6R1foGjURRU+WY+1Yu9az/dX+Zn9/tdrWLLON3o19+AJvb7aE</latexit>

FD(3)
2,L (⇠,�, Q2) =

Z 0

�1
dt FD(4)

2,L (⇠,�, Q2, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="mYbaij6uFyz22t+FQ6ZUwlenYN0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mYbaij6uFyz22t+FQ6ZUwlenYN0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mYbaij6uFyz22t+FQ6ZUwlenYN0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mYbaij6uFyz22t+FQ6ZUwlenYN0=">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</latexit>

Upon integration over t:

[�D(4)
r ] = GeV�2

<latexit sha1_base64="iHhQ03JENFwfauddyze/oozQhOo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHhQ03JENFwfauddyze/oozQhOo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHhQ03JENFwfauddyze/oozQhOo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHhQ03JENFwfauddyze/oozQhOo=">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</latexit>

�D(3)
r

<latexit sha1_base64="pJC1ZHUxPzrvwhDYSIs+pg9ALcE=">AAACBHicdZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrreqym2AR6qYkVWy7K+rCZQV7gbaWTJq2ocnMkGSEMszCja/ixoUibn0Id76NmbaCih4IfPz/OZyc3w0E1wahDye1tLyyupZez2xsbm3vZHf3mtoPFWUN6gtftV2imeAeaxhuBGsHihHpCtZyJ+eJ37plSnPfuzbTgPUkGXl8yCkxVupnc13NR5LcRFFXSXgRF46P4v6MVdzP5lERIYQxhgng8imyUK1WSrgCcWLZyoNF1fvZ9+7Ap6FknqGCaN3BKDC9iCjDqWBxphtqFhA6ISPWsegRyXQvmh0Rw0OrDODQV/Z5Bs7U7xMRkVpPpWs7JTFj/dtLxL+8TmiGlV7EvSA0zKPzRcNQQOPDJBE44IpRI6YWCFXc/hXSMVGEGptbxobwdSn8H5qlIkZFfHWSr50t4kiDHDgABYBBGdTAJaiDBqDgDjyAJ/Ds3DuPzovzOm9NOYuZffCjnLdPaUKX8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJC1ZHUxPzrvwhDYSIs+pg9ALcE=">AAACBHicdZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrreqym2AR6qYkVWy7K+rCZQV7gbaWTJq2ocnMkGSEMszCja/ixoUibn0Id76NmbaCih4IfPz/OZyc3w0E1wahDye1tLyyupZez2xsbm3vZHf3mtoPFWUN6gtftV2imeAeaxhuBGsHihHpCtZyJ+eJ37plSnPfuzbTgPUkGXl8yCkxVupnc13NR5LcRFFXSXgRF46P4v6MVdzP5lERIYQxhgng8imyUK1WSrgCcWLZyoNF1fvZ9+7Ap6FknqGCaN3BKDC9iCjDqWBxphtqFhA6ISPWsegRyXQvmh0Rw0OrDODQV/Z5Bs7U7xMRkVpPpWs7JTFj/dtLxL+8TmiGlV7EvSA0zKPzRcNQQOPDJBE44IpRI6YWCFXc/hXSMVGEGptbxobwdSn8H5qlIkZFfHWSr50t4kiDHDgABYBBGdTAJaiDBqDgDjyAJ/Ds3DuPzovzOm9NOYuZffCjnLdPaUKX8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJC1ZHUxPzrvwhDYSIs+pg9ALcE=">AAACBHicdZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrreqym2AR6qYkVWy7K+rCZQV7gbaWTJq2ocnMkGSEMszCja/ixoUibn0Id76NmbaCih4IfPz/OZyc3w0E1wahDye1tLyyupZez2xsbm3vZHf3mtoPFWUN6gtftV2imeAeaxhuBGsHihHpCtZyJ+eJ37plSnPfuzbTgPUkGXl8yCkxVupnc13NR5LcRFFXSXgRF46P4v6MVdzP5lERIYQxhgng8imyUK1WSrgCcWLZyoNF1fvZ9+7Ap6FknqGCaN3BKDC9iCjDqWBxphtqFhA6ISPWsegRyXQvmh0Rw0OrDODQV/Z5Bs7U7xMRkVpPpWs7JTFj/dtLxL+8TmiGlV7EvSA0zKPzRcNQQOPDJBE44IpRI6YWCFXc/hXSMVGEGptbxobwdSn8H5qlIkZFfHWSr50t4kiDHDgABYBBGdTAJaiDBqDgDjyAJ/Ds3DuPzovzOm9NOYuZffCjnLdPaUKX8Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJC1ZHUxPzrvwhDYSIs+pg9ALcE=">AAACBHicdZDLSgMxFIYz9Vbrreqym2AR6qYkVWy7K+rCZQV7gbaWTJq2ocnMkGSEMszCja/ixoUibn0Id76NmbaCih4IfPz/OZyc3w0E1wahDye1tLyyupZez2xsbm3vZHf3mtoPFWUN6gtftV2imeAeaxhuBGsHihHpCtZyJ+eJ37plSnPfuzbTgPUkGXl8yCkxVupnc13NR5LcRFFXSXgRF46P4v6MVdzP5lERIYQxhgng8imyUK1WSrgCcWLZyoNF1fvZ9+7Ap6FknqGCaN3BKDC9iCjDqWBxphtqFhA6ISPWsegRyXQvmh0Rw0OrDODQV/Z5Bs7U7xMRkVpPpWs7JTFj/dtLxL+8TmiGlV7EvSA0zKPzRcNQQOPDJBE44IpRI6YWCFXc/hXSMVGEGptbxobwdSn8H5qlIkZFfHWSr50t4kiDHDgABYBBGdTAJaiDBqDgDjyAJ/Ds3DuPzovzOm9NOYuZffCjnLdPaUKX8Q==</latexit>

Dimensionless

Dimensions:

Diffractive cross section depends on 4 variables (ξ,β,Q2,t):

When y ≪ 1

the usual Mandelstam variables:

Q2 = �q2 ,

y =
P · q

P · `
,

x =
Q2

2P · q
=

Q2

ys
,

� =
Q2

2 (P � P 0) · q
,

⇠ =
x

�
,

t = (P 0
� P )2 . (1)

Besides the standard DIS variables s,Q2, y, x, in DDIS some additional variables appear: t is
the squared four-momentum transfer at the proton vertex, ⇠ (alternatively denoted by xIP ) can
be interpreted as the momentum fraction of the ‘di↵ractive exchange’ with respect to the beam
hadron, and � is the momentum fraction of the parton (probed by the virtual photon) with
respect to the di↵ractive exchange. In Fig. 2 we show the kinematic coverage in x and Q2 of
the EIC for three selected energies compared to that of HERA. Since HERA was operating
at higher centre-of-mass energy than the EIC, it could reach lower values of x. The EIC can
operate at several energy combinations, which will result in a wide coverage of x also towards
moderate and large x, and which is essential for FD

L measurement. In Fig. 2 only three beam
energy combinations are shown, a subset of a wider range of combinations possible at the EIC,
see the discussion below.

Only four variables, usually chosen to be �, ⇠, Q2, t, are needed to characterise the reduced cross
section, related to the measured cross section by

d4�D

d⇠d�dQ2dt
=

2⇡↵2
em

�Q4
Y+ �D(4)

red , (2)

where Y+ = 1 + (1� y)2. It is also customary to perform an integration over t, defining

d3�D

d⇠d�dQ2
=

2⇡↵2
em

�Q4
Y+ �D(3)

red . (3)

In the one photon exchange approximation, the reduced cross sections can be expressed in terms
of two di↵ractive structure functions FD

2 and FD
L :

�D(4)
red = FD(4)

2 (�, ⇠, Q2, t)�
y2

Y+
FD(4)
L (�, ⇠, Q2, t) , (4)

�D(3)
red = FD(3)

2 (�, ⇠, Q2)�
y2

Y+
FD(3)
L (�, ⇠, Q2) , (5)

where FD(4)
2,L have dimension GeV�2 and FD(3)

2,L are dimensionless.

The dependence of the reduced cross sections �D(4,3)
red on the centre-of-mass energy comes via the

inelasticity y = Q2

⇠�s . Due to the Y+ factor, �D(4,3)
red ' FD(4,3)

2 when y is not too close to unity.

4
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Collinear factorization in diffractive DIS 

•Diffractive cross section can be factorized into the convolution of the perturbatively calculable 
partonic cross sections and diffractive parton distributions (DPDFs). 

•The DPDFs represent (at least in LO) the probability distributions for partons i in the proton under 
the constraint that the proton is scattered into the system Y with a specified 4-momentum.

Collins

}X

}

k
k'

p p'

(ξ)

(β)

(Q2)

(t)

q
e

p
Y

Figure 1: A diagram of a di↵ractive NC event in deep inelastic process together with the
corresponding variables, in the one-photon exchange approximation. The large rapidity gap is
between the system X and the scattered proton Y (or its low mass excitation).

range in new machines, and in 3.3 the method to obtain the projected pseudodata with errors86

is discussed. In Sec. 4 we present our fitting methodology and the potential for constraining87

of the di↵ractive parton densities by both machines. Sec. 5 is devoted to the prospects of the88

di↵ractive deep inelastic in nuclei. Finally we summarize our findings in Sec. 6.89

2 Di↵ractive cross section and di↵ractive PDFs90

In Fig. 1 we show the diagram depicting a neutral current di↵ractive deep inelastic event.91

Charged currents could also be considered and they were measured at HERA [10] but with large92

statistical uncertainties and in a very restricted region of phase space. Although they could be93

measured at both the LHeC and the FCC-eh with larger statistics and more extended kinematics,94

in this first study we limit ourselves to neutral currents. The incoming electron(positron) with95

four momentum k scatters o↵ the proton, with incoming momentum p, and the interaction96

proceeds through the exchange of a virtual photon with four-momentum q. The kinematic97

variables for an such event include the standard deep inelastic variables98

Q2 = �q2 , x =
�q2

2p · q
, y =

p · q

p · k
, (1)

where Q2 is the (minus) photon virtuality, x is the Bjorken variable and y the inelasticity of the99

process. In addition, the variables100

s = (k + p)2 , W 2 = (q + p)2 , (2)

are the electron-proton center-of-mass energy squared and the photon-proton center-of-mass101

energy squared, respectively. The distinguishing feature of the di↵ractive event ep ! eXY102

is the presence of the large rapidity gap between the di↵ractive system, characterized by the103

invariant mass MX and the final proton (or its low-mass excitation) Y with four momentum p0.104

In addition to the standard DIS variables listed above, di↵ractive events are also characterized105

by an additional set of variables defined as106

t = (p� p0)2 , ⇠ =
Q2 +M2

X � t

Q2 +W 2
, � =

Q2

Q2 +M2
X � t

. (3)

3

CONTENTS 8

�
D(4)
red = F

D(4)
2 (�, ⇠, Q

2
, t) � y

2

Y+
F

D(4)
L (�, ⇠, Q

2
, t) , (4)

where Y+ = 1 + (1 � y)2. In the above equations the reduced cross sections are the

rescaled di↵erential cross sections

d
4
�

D(4)

d⇠d�dQ2dt
=

2⇡↵2
em

�Q4
Y+ �

D(4)
red , (5)

or, upon the integration over t,

d
3
�

D(3)

d⇠d�dQ2
=

2⇡↵2
em

�Q4
Y+ �

D(3)
red . (6)

The subscripts (3) and (4) in the above formulae denote the number of variables

that the di↵ractive cross sections or structure functions depend on. Note that the

structure functions F
D(4)
2,L have dimension GeV�2, whereas F

D(3)
2,L are dimensionless. The

contribution of the longitudinal structure function to the reduced cross sections is rather

small, for the most part, except in the region of y close to unity.

2.2. Collinear factorization in di↵ractive DIS

The standard perturbative QCD approach to di↵ractive cross sections is based on the

collinear factorization [15, 14, 16]. Similarly to the inclusive DIS cross section, the

di↵ractive cross section can be written in a factorized form

F
D(4)
2/L (�, ⇠, Q

2
, t) =

X

i

Z 1

�

dz

z
C2/L,i

✓
�

z
, Q

2

◆
f

D
i (z, ⇠, Q

2
, t) , (7)

where the sum is performed over all parton flavors (gluon, d-quark, u-quark, etc.). In

the case of the lowest order parton model process, z = �. When higher order corrections

are taken into account then z > �. The coe�cient functions C2/L,i can be computed

perturbatively in QCD and are the same as in inclusive deep inelastic scattering case.

The long distance part f
D
i corresponds to the di↵ractive parton distribution functions

(DPDF). Similarily to the inclusive case one can provide operator definition for the

di↵ractive parton densities [16]. The quark di↵ractive distribution function is defined

as

f
D
j (z, ⇠, µ, t) =

1

4⇡

1

2

X

s

Z
dy

�
e

�izp+y� X

X,s0

hp, s| ˜̄ (0, y�
, 0T )|p0

, s
0; Xi

⇥�+hp0
, s

0; X| ̃(0)|p, si , (8)

and gluon di↵ractive distribution

G
D(z, ⇠, µ, t) =

1

2⇡zp+

1

2

X

s

Z
dy

�
e

�izp+y� X

X,s0

hp, s|F̃+µ
a (0, y�

, 0T )|p0
, s

0; Xi

⇥hp0
, s

0; X|F̃+
aµ(0)|p, si . (9)

In the above the quark field is defined as

 ̃j(0, y
�
, 0T ) = P exp

✓
ig

Z 1

y�
dx

�
A

+
c (0, x�

, 0T ) tc

◆
 j(0, y

�
, 0T ) , (10)

Use the collinear factorization for the description of HERA and pseudodata simulation
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in the inclusive deep inelastic scattering case. The long distance part is given by the di↵ractive139

parton distribution functions. The analogous formula for the t-integrated structure functions140

reads141

FD(3)
2/L (�, ⇠, Q2) =

X

i

Z 1

�

dz

z
C2/L,i

⇣�
z

⌘
fD(3)
i (z, ⇠, Q2) , (8)

where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are same as in inclusive DIS.142

The di↵ractive parton densities fD
i can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for partons143

in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with specified 4-144

momentum p0. They are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations [20–23] similarly to the145

inclusive case.146

3 Simulations for the electron-proton DIS147

3.1 Di↵ractive PDF parametrizations and HERA data148

The fits to the di↵ractive structure functions were performed by H1 [10] and ZEUS [14]. They149

both assume the parametrization of the di↵ractive PDFs as a two component model, which is a150

sum of two di↵ractive exchange contributions:151

fD(4)
i (z, ⇠, Q2, t) = fp

IP (⇠, t) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + fp

IR(⇠, t) f
IR
i (z,Q2) . (9)

For both of these terms vertex factorization is assumed, meaning that the di↵ractive exchange152

can be interpreted as colourless objects called a ‘Pomeron’ or a ‘Reggeon’ with parton distribu-153

tions f IP ,IR
i (�, Q2). The flux factors fp

IP ,IR(⇠, t) represent the probability that a Pomeron/Reggeon154

with given values ⇠, t couples to the proton. They are parametrized using the form motivated155

by Regge theory156

fp
IP ,IR(⇠, t) = AIP ,IR

eBIP ,IRt

⇠2↵IP ,IR(t)�1
, (10)

with the linear trajectory ↵IP ,IR(t) = ↵IP ,IR(0) + ↵0
IP ,IR t. The di↵ractive PDFs relevant to the157

t-integrated cross-sections read158

fD(3)
i (z, ⇠, Q2) = � p

IP (⇠) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + � p

IR(⇠) f
IR
i (z,Q2) , (11)

with159

� p
IP ,IR(⇠) =

Z
dt fp

IP ,IR(⇠, t) . (12)

Note that, the notions of ‘Pomeron’ and ‘Reggeon’ used here to model the hard di↵raction in160

DIS are, in principle, di↵erent from those describing the soft hadron-hadron interactions; in161

particular, the parameters of the fluxes may be di↵erent.162

The di↵ractive parton distributions of the Pomeron at the initial scale µ2
0 = 1.8GeV2 are163

parametrized as164

zfi(z, µ
2
0) = Aiz

Bi(1� z)Ci , (13)

where i is a gluon or a light quark. In the di↵ractive parametrizations all the light quarks (anti-165

quarks) are equal. For the treatment of heavy flavours, a variable flavour number scheme (VFNS)166

is adopted, where the charm and bottom quark DPDFs are generated radiatively via DGLAP167

evolution, and no intrinsic heavy quark distributions were assumed. The structure functions168

are calculated in a General-Mass Variable Flavour Number scheme (GM-VFNS) [24, 25] which169
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Regge factorization with Pomeron terms works for small ξ<0.01 

At higher ξ additional exchanges `Reggeons’ need to be included 

in the inclusive deep inelastic scattering case. The long distance part is given by the di↵ractive139

parton distribution functions. The analogous formula for the t-integrated structure functions140

reads141
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where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are same as in inclusive DIS.142

The di↵ractive parton densities fD
i can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for partons143

in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with specified 4-144

momentum p0. They are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations [20–23] similarly to the145

inclusive case.146

3 Simulations for the electron-proton DIS147

3.1 Di↵ractive PDF parametrizations and HERA data148

The fits to the di↵ractive structure functions were performed by H1 [10] and ZEUS [14]. They149

both assume the parametrization of the di↵ractive PDFs as a two component model, which is a150

sum of two di↵ractive exchange contributions:151
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IP (⇠, t) f
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For both of these terms vertex factorization is assumed, meaning that the di↵ractive exchange152

can be interpreted as colourless objects called a ‘Pomeron’ or a ‘Reggeon’ with parton distribu-153

tions f IP ,IR
i (�, Q2). The flux factors fp

IP ,IR(⇠, t) represent the probability that a Pomeron/Reggeon154

with given values ⇠, t couples to the proton. They are parametrized using the form motivated155

by Regge theory156

fp
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eBIP ,IRt
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with the linear trajectory ↵IP ,IR(t) = ↵IP ,IR(0) + ↵0
IP ,IR t. The di↵ractive PDFs relevant to the157

t-integrated cross-sections read158

fD(3)
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IR
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with159
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Note that, the notions of ‘Pomeron’ and ‘Reggeon’ used here to model the hard di↵raction in160

DIS are, in principle, di↵erent from those describing the soft hadron-hadron interactions; in161

particular, the parameters of the fluxes may be di↵erent.162

The di↵ractive parton distributions of the Pomeron at the initial scale µ2
0 = 1.8GeV2 are163

parametrized as164

zfi(z, µ
2
0) = Aiz

Bi(1� z)Ci , (13)

where i is a gluon or a light quark. In the di↵ractive parametrizations all the light quarks (anti-165

quarks) are equal. For the treatment of heavy flavours, a variable flavour number scheme (VFNS)166

is adopted, where the charm and bottom quark DPDFs are generated radiatively via DGLAP167

evolution, and no intrinsic heavy quark distributions were assumed. The structure functions168

are calculated in a General-Mass Variable Flavour Number scheme (GM-VFNS) [24, 25] which169
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Regge type flux: Trajectory:

in the inclusive deep inelastic scattering case. The long distance part is given by the di↵ractive139

parton distribution functions. The analogous formula for the t-integrated structure functions140
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where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are same as in inclusive DIS.142

The di↵ractive parton densities fD
i can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for partons143

in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with specified 4-144

momentum p0. They are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations [20–23] similarly to the145

inclusive case.146

3 Simulations for the electron-proton DIS147

3.1 Di↵ractive PDF parametrizations and HERA data148

The fits to the di↵ractive structure functions were performed by H1 [10] and ZEUS [14]. They149

both assume the parametrization of the di↵ractive PDFs as a two component model, which is a150

sum of two di↵ractive exchange contributions:151
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IP (⇠, t) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + fp

IR(⇠, t) f
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i (z,Q2) . (9)

For both of these terms vertex factorization is assumed, meaning that the di↵ractive exchange152

can be interpreted as colourless objects called a ‘Pomeron’ or a ‘Reggeon’ with parton distribu-153

tions f IP ,IR
i (�, Q2). The flux factors fp

IP ,IR(⇠, t) represent the probability that a Pomeron/Reggeon154

with given values ⇠, t couples to the proton. They are parametrized using the form motivated155

by Regge theory156

fp
IP ,IR(⇠, t) = AIP ,IR

eBIP ,IRt

⇠2↵IP ,IR(t)�1
, (10)

with the linear trajectory ↵IP ,IR(t) = ↵IP ,IR(0) + ↵0
IP ,IR t. The di↵ractive PDFs relevant to the157

t-integrated cross-sections read158
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Note that, the notions of ‘Pomeron’ and ‘Reggeon’ used here to model the hard di↵raction in160

DIS are, in principle, di↵erent from those describing the soft hadron-hadron interactions; in161

particular, the parameters of the fluxes may be di↵erent.162

The di↵ractive parton distributions of the Pomeron at the initial scale µ2
0 = 1.8GeV2 are163

parametrized as164

zfi(z, µ
2
0) = Aiz

Bi(1� z)Ci , (13)

where i is a gluon or a light quark. In the di↵ractive parametrizations all the light quarks (anti-165

quarks) are equal. For the treatment of heavy flavours, a variable flavour number scheme (VFNS)166

is adopted, where the charm and bottom quark DPDFs are generated radiatively via DGLAP167

evolution, and no intrinsic heavy quark distributions were assumed. The structure functions168

are calculated in a General-Mass Variable Flavour Number scheme (GM-VFNS) [24, 25] which169
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where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are same as in inclusive DIS.142

The di↵ractive parton densities fD
i can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for partons143

in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with specified 4-144

momentum p0. They are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations [20–23] similarly to the145
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For t-integrated case
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are calculated in a General-Mass Variable Flavour Number scheme (GM-VFNS) [24, 25] which169

5

Integrated flux:

Pomeron PDFs obtained via NLO DGLAP evolution starting at initial scale μ02=1.8 GeV2

in the inclusive deep inelastic scattering case. The long distance part is given by the di↵ractive139

parton distribution functions. The analogous formula for the t-integrated structure functions140
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FD(3)
2/L (�, ⇠, Q2) =

X

i

Z 1

�

dz

z
C2/L,i

⇣�
z

⌘
fD(3)
i (z, ⇠, Q2) , (8)

where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are same as in inclusive DIS.142

The di↵ractive parton densities fD
i can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for partons143

in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with specified 4-144

momentum p0. They are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations [20–23] similarly to the145

inclusive case.146

3 Simulations for the electron-proton DIS147

3.1 Di↵ractive PDF parametrizations and HERA data148
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fD(4)
i (z, ⇠, Q2, t) = fp

IP (⇠, t) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + fp

IR(⇠, t) f
IR
i (z,Q2) . (9)
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eBIP ,IRt
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, (10)
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Pseudodata for σD(3) in ep at EIC
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𝜎red
(3) pseudo-data examples

DIS2021 - Wojtek Słomiński - Jagiellonian University

In total:
792 points for 1.3 < 𝑄2 < 4220 GeV2

In total:
482 points for 1.3 < 𝑄2 < 1330 GeV2
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Diffractive PDFs from EIC
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CHAPTER 7. EIC MEASUREMENTS AND STUDIES 95

Quark DPDF from 5% simulations
Ep = 275 GeV, Ee = 18 GeV,  Q2 > 5 GeV2, ξ < 0.1, 375 data points.
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Figure 7.33: Diffractive quark distribution as a function of z in bins of Q2. The hatched
bands indicate HERA uncertainty bands for the ZEUS SJ fit [277]. The solid bands indicate
the projected uncertainty after fitting to the EIC data.

Williams approximation [283, 284], y is the photon longitudinal momentum frac-
tion, fa/g(xg, M2

g) is the PDF of the photon (for the resolved-photon contribution),
and xg the corresponding momentum fraction. The diffractive PDF of the proton
is written in the usually assumed form of Regge factorization as the product of the
flux factor f IP/p(xIP, t), where t is the invariant momentum transfer squared, and

the PDFs of the Pomeron fb/IP(zIP, M2
IP). Finally, dŝ

(n)
ab is the cross section for the

production of an n-parton final state from two initial partons, a and b. In our anal-
ysis, we identified the factorization scales Mg, MIP and the renormalization scale
µ with the average transverse momentum p̄T = (pT1 + pT2)/2. The longitudinal
momentum fractions xg and zIP can be experimentally determined from the two
observed leading jets through

xobs
g =

pT1 e�h1 + pT2 e�h2

2yEe
and zobs

IP =
pT1 eh1 + pT2 eh2

2xIPEp
, (7.12)

where pT and h is the transverse momentum and rapidity of jet-1 or jet-2, while Ee

Extraction of quark DPDF in bins of 

 as a function of  z 

Reduction of uncertainty from HERA 
possible 

Particularly constraints on quark at large z 

Combining with diffractive dijet 
measurements, constraints on gluons 
possible 

Similar precision for nuclei possible 

Disentangle Pomeron & Reggeon (see later)

Q2
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Possibilities for  FLD(3) at EIC
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 vanishes in the parton model 

Gets non-vanishing contributions in QCD 

As in inclusive case, particularly sensitive to the diffractive gluon density 

Expected large higher twists, provides test of the non-linear, saturation phenomena

FD
L

Why  is interesting?FD
L

Experimentally challenging…

Measurement requires several beam energies 

 strongest when . Low electron energies 

H1 measurement: 4 energies, Ep=920, 820, 575, 460 GeV, electron beam Ee=27.6 GeV 

Large errors, limited by statistics at HERA 

Careful evaluation of systematics. Best precision 4%, with uncorrelated sources as low as 2%

FD
L y → 1
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FLD(3)  at HERA
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Figure 7: The diffractive structure functions FD
L and FD

2 multiplied by xIP as a function of β
at fixed Q2 and xIP . The FD

L data are shown as filled points, compared with the predictions
of H1 2006 DPDF Fit A (dashed line), Fit B (solid line) and the Golec-Biernat and Łuszczak
model (dashed and dotted line). The measurements of FD

2 (open points) are compared with
the prediction of H1 2006 DPDF Fit B (long dashed line). The inner error bars represent the
statistical uncertainties on the measurement, the outer error bars represent the statistical and
total systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The normalisation uncertainty of 8.1% is not
shown.
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L and FD
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total systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The normalisation uncertainty of 8.1% is not
shown.
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Measurements of  consistent with 
predictions from the models 

Extracted   has a tendency to be higher 
than the predictions, though compatible 
with model predictions within errors 

Overall:  

σD
r

FD
L

0 < FD
L < FD

2
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Pseudodata generation: energy choice 
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Figure 4: Final proton tagging. xL, t range of the proton tagged by the EIC detector for three
proton energies, 275 GeV, 100 GeV and 41 GeV. The brown strip marks a small (⇠ 1 mrad)
region not covered by the current detector design.

are uncorrelated between beam energies are either 1% or 2%. With sources related to the LRG
method eliminated, correlated systematic uncertainties are also expected to be reduced signif-
icantly. The alignment and calibration procedures required in Roman pot methods inherently
lead to correlated systematics, but using methods developed at HERA [39–41], coupled with
the substantial further evolution of proton-tagging techniques at the LHC [42–45] and future
EIC-specific work, we estimate that these are controllable to the sub-2% level, and will thus
have a negligible e↵ect on the FD

L extraction compared with the uncorrelated sources.

3 Method

3.1 Pseudodata generation

We shall first describe the pseudodata generation for our simulations. The momentum transfer
t is integrated over in this analysis. Let us rewrite Eq. (5) as

�D(3)
red = FD(3)

2 (�, ⇠, Q2)� YL F
D(3)
L (�, ⇠, Q2) , (8)

where

YL =
y2

Y+
=

y2

1 + (1� y)2
. (9)

As mentioned previously, the extraction of the longitudinal di↵ractive structure function relies
on the possibility of disentangling it from FD

2 , as is evident in the formula above for the reduced
cross section. This is possible if, for fixed (�, Q2, ⇠), one can vary YL, and hence y, in a su�ciently
wide range. Given that y = Q2/(s�⇠) it is therefore necessary to perform measurements of the
reduced cross section using di↵erent centre-of-mass energies. The EIC is uniquely positioned to
perform such a measurement, thanks to its design, which allows for a wide range of di↵erent
beam energies.

We have considered several beam energies for both the electrons and the protons, within the

8

Integrated over t-momentum transfer
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lead to correlated systematics, but using methods developed at HERA [39–41], coupled with
the substantial further evolution of proton-tagging techniques at the LHC [42–45] and future
EIC-specific work, we estimate that these are controllable to the sub-2% level, and will thus
have a negligible e↵ect on the FD

L extraction compared with the uncorrelated sources.

3 Method
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We shall first describe the pseudodata generation for our simulations. The momentum transfer
t is integrated over in this analysis. Let us rewrite Eq. (5) as
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wide range. Given that y = Q2/(s�⇠) it is therefore necessary to perform measurements of the
reduced cross section using di↵erent centre-of-mass energies. The EIC is uniquely positioned to
perform such a measurement, thanks to its design, which allows for a wide range of di↵erent
beam energies.

We have considered several beam energies for both the electrons and the protons, within the
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Can disentangle   from   by varying energy and performing the linear fit.FD(3)
2 FD(3)

L

Need to vary the energy   to change y for fixed (β,ξ,Q2)s

EIC energies for electron and proton:

Ee = 5,10,18 GeV

Ep = 41,100,120,165,180,275 GeV

range expected for the EIC:

Ee = 5, 10, 18GeV ,

Ep = 41, 100, 120, 165, 180, 275GeV . (10)

These beam energies combine to give 17 distinct centre-of-mass energies (there is a degeneracy
in this choice since two combinations 10 ⇥ 180 and 18 ⇥ 100 lead to the same centre-of-mass
energy, 85GeV). The centre-of-mass energies corresponding to all combinations are given in

Table 1. In order to test the sensitivity of FD(3)
L to the available beam energies, we consider

three di↵erent subsets in the analysis :

S-17) 17 values — all combinations from Table 1 except for 10⇥ 180.

S-9) 9 values — marked bold in Table 1,

S-5) 5 values — marked bold against a green background in Table 1.

Set S-17 contains the widest range of possibilities. S-5 is the set of combinations that has often
been assumed in EIC studies to date [24]. Additionally, we consider an intermediate set S-9,
which restricts the list to three proton and three electron beam energies, whilst maintaining the
same overall kinematic range as S-17.

Ep [GeV]

41 100 120 165 180 275

E
e
[G

eV
] 5 29 45 49 57 60 74

10 40 63 69 81 85 105

18 54 85 93 109 114 141

Table 1: Centre-of-mass energies (in GeV) for various combinations of beam energies.

The pseudodata for the reduced di↵ractive cross section at the EIC were generated using Eqs. (5)
and (7). The di↵ractive parton distribution used for the evaluation of the cross section is the
ZEUS-SJ set [46]. This fit uses inclusive di↵ractive data together with di↵ractive DIS dijet data,
which are added to improve the constraints on the di↵ractive gluon distribution.

The details of the ZEUS-SJ parametrization closely follow those of [8] and can be found in [46].
Below we summarize a few important features. The di↵ractive parton densities are parametrized
using a two-component form:

fD(4)
i (z, ⇠, Q2, t) = fp

IP (⇠, t) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + fp

IR(⇠, t) f
IR
i (z,Q2) . (11)

The first term in Eq. (11) is interpreted as the exchange of a ‘Pomeron’ and the second is a
‘Reggeon’ component. They dominate in di↵erent ⇠ regions: the ‘Pomeron’ is dominant for
⇠  0.01. The ‘Reggeon’ starts to be important for ⇠ > 0.01 and becomes dominant for x > 0.1.
For both terms, proton vertex factorization is assumed, which means that the di↵ractive parton
density factorizes into a parton distribution in a di↵ractive exchange f IP ,IR

i and a flux factor

fp
IP ,IR. The parton distribution in the ‘Pomeron’ and ‘Reggeon’ f IP ,IR

i (�, Q2) only depend on the
longitudinal momentum fraction � of the parton with respect to the Pomeron/Reggeon and the

9

S-17     all 17 combinations 

S-9       9 - bold red 

S-5       5 - green (EIC preferred)

y =
Q2

xs
=

Q2

�⇠s
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FLD(3) extraction
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σred = F2 − YLFL  fit    for δsys = 1%,  CL = 90%,  MC sample a,  set S-9
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Simulated measurement of FLD(3) vs β in bins of (ξ,Q2)
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Small differences between S-17 and S-9, small reduction to range and increase in uncertainties.  

More pronounced reduction in range  and higher uncertainties in S-5. 

An extraction of FDL  possible with EIC-favored set of energy combinations

Uncorr. systematic error 1%, 5 MC samples to illustrate fluctuations

Armesto, Newman, Slominski, Stasto
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FLD(3)  fit accuracy
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FL fit accuracy for δsys = 1%
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Estimate the accuracy of extraction for FLD(3) 

Generate several MC samples of pseudodata 
and  perform fits 

Use direct arithmetic averaging 

v =
S1

N
(Δv)2 =

S2 − S2
1 /N

N − 1

Sn =
N

∑
i=1

vn
i

average variance

Where  is the value of  

 in Monte Carlo sample i

vi FD
L
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Simulations of σD(4)

Y+ = 1 + (1� y)2
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Diffractive cross section depends on 4 variables (ξ,β,Q2,t):

What can we learn  about the t-dependence of the diffractive structure function?

Figure 2: Kinematic x � Q2 plane showing di↵erent choices of beam energies at the EIC and
the region covered by HERA experiments. Note that ⌘e > �3.5 corresponds to an angular
acceptance of 176.5 degrees for the electron.

Both reduced cross sections �D(3)
red and �D(4)

red have been measured at HERA [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 31–34].
These data have been used for perturbative QCD analyses based on collinear factorization [16–
18], where the di↵ractive cross section reads
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X
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✓
�

z
,Q2

◆
fD
i (z, ⇠, Q2, t) , (6)

up to terms of order O(1/Q2). Here, the sum is performed over all parton species (gluon and all
quark flavours). The hard scattering partonic cross section d�̂ei can be computed perturbatively
in QCD and is the same as in the inclusive deep inelastic scattering case. The long distance
part fD

i corresponds to the DPDFs, which can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for
partons in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with four-
momentum P 0. They are non-perturbative objects to be extracted from data, but their evolution
through the DGLAP evolution equations [35–38] can be computed perturbatively, similarly to
the inclusive case. The analogous formula for the t-integrated structure functions reads

FD(3)
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X

i
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dz

z
C2/L,i

⇣�
z

⌘
fD(3)
i (z, ⇠, Q2) , (7)

where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are the same as in inclusive DIS and the DPDFs fD(3)
i (z, ⇠, Q2)

have been determined from comparisons to HERA data [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 31–34].

5

in the inclusive deep inelastic scattering case. The long distance part is given by the di↵ractive139

parton distribution functions. The analogous formula for the t-integrated structure functions140

reads141
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fD(3)
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where the coe�cient functions C2/L,i are same as in inclusive DIS.142

The di↵ractive parton densities fD
i can be interpreted as conditional probabilities for partons143

in the proton, provided the proton is scattered into the final state system Y with specified 4-144

momentum p0. They are evolved using the DGLAP evolution equations [20–23] similarly to the145

inclusive case.146

3 Simulations for the electron-proton DIS147

3.1 Di↵ractive PDF parametrizations and HERA data148

The fits to the di↵ractive structure functions were performed by H1 [10] and ZEUS [14]. They149

both assume the parametrization of the di↵ractive PDFs as a two component model, which is a150

sum of two di↵ractive exchange contributions:151

fD(4)
i (z, ⇠, Q2, t) = fp

IP (⇠, t) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + fp

IR(⇠, t) f
IR
i (z,Q2) . (9)

For both of these terms vertex factorization is assumed, meaning that the di↵ractive exchange152

can be interpreted as colourless objects called a ‘Pomeron’ or a ‘Reggeon’ with parton distribu-153

tions f IP ,IR
i (�, Q2). The flux factors fp

IP ,IR(⇠, t) represent the probability that a Pomeron/Reggeon154

with given values ⇠, t couples to the proton. They are parametrized using the form motivated155

by Regge theory156

fp
IP ,IR(⇠, t) = AIP ,IR

eBIP ,IRt

⇠2↵IP ,IR(t)�1
, (10)

with the linear trajectory ↵IP ,IR(t) = ↵IP ,IR(0) + ↵0
IP ,IR t. The di↵ractive PDFs relevant to the157

t-integrated cross-sections read158

fD(3)
i (z, ⇠, Q2) = � p

IP (⇠) f
IP
i (z,Q2) + � p

IR(⇠) f
IR
i (z,Q2) , (11)

with159

� p
IP ,IR(⇠) =

Z
dt fp

IP ,IR(⇠, t) . (12)

Note that, the notions of ‘Pomeron’ and ‘Reggeon’ used here to model the hard di↵raction in160

DIS are, in principle, di↵erent from those describing the soft hadron-hadron interactions; in161

particular, the parameters of the fluxes may be di↵erent.162

The di↵ractive parton distributions of the Pomeron at the initial scale µ2
0 = 1.8GeV2 are163

parametrized as164

zfi(z, µ
2
0) = Aiz

Bi(1� z)Ci , (13)

where i is a gluon or a light quark. In the di↵ractive parametrizations all the light quarks (anti-165

quarks) are equal. For the treatment of heavy flavours, a variable flavour number scheme (VFNS)166

is adopted, where the charm and bottom quark DPDFs are generated radiatively via DGLAP167

evolution, and no intrinsic heavy quark distributions were assumed. The structure functions168

are calculated in a General-Mass Variable Flavour Number scheme (GM-VFNS) [24, 25] which169

5

At HERA Reggeon part could not be 
extracted precisely.  

Is it possible to disentangle Pomeron/
Reggeon at EIC ?

Pomeron Reggeon

Ansatz for DPDFs:𝜎red
(4) vs. 𝜉, 𝑡 simulations

DIS2021 - Wojtek Słomiński - Jagiellonian University

¾ Extrapolation of 𝜎red
(4) 𝜉, 𝑡, 𝛽, 𝑄2 calculated using ZEUS-SJ DPDFs

¾ Simulation done by random smearing according to

¾ 𝛿sys = 5%

¾ 𝛿stat from 𝐿 = 10 fb−1

From the ZEUS-SJ fit

𝜉𝜑𝑃 𝜉, 𝑡 ∝ 𝜉−0.22 𝑒−7 𝑡

𝜉𝜑 𝜉, 𝑡 ∝ 𝜉0.6+1.8 𝑡 𝑒−2 𝑡

Pomeron and “Reggeon” components
have very different shapes in 𝜉 and 𝑡

Nb. statistical errors increase at large |t|

15

Very different slopes in t for 
Reggeon and Pomeron
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σD(4) vs t
σred

D(4)  for ep beams 18 GeV × 275 GeV,   L = 100 fb-1
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σD(4) vs ξ
σred

D(4)  for ep beams 18 GeV × 275 GeV,   L = 100 fb-1
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• Coherent diffraction: sensitive to global shape; incoherent to fluctuations 
• Extraction of nuclear diffractive parton distributions would be possible for the first time 

Inclusive diffractive structure function in eA
e-Au   EAu/A = 100 GeV,  Ee = 21 GeV,  L = 2 fb
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Figure 16: Simulated data for the di↵ractive reduced cross section as a function of � in
bins of ⇠ and Q2 for e 197Au collisions at the EIC, in the models in [9]. The curves for
⇠ = 0.032, 0.01, 0.0032, 0.001 are shifted up by 0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, respectively.

increased one could perform a finer binning and constrain the extracted DPDFs even more.
The accuracy of the DPDF extraction depends only mildly on the maximal value of ⇠. In

particular, we found that changing ⇠ from 0.32 to 0.1 has a negligible impact on the precision
of the extracted DPDFs. This is very encouraging since the large ⇠ region is very challenging
experimentally and theoretically. On the other hand, we found a rather large sensitivity to the
functional form of the gluon DPDF; specifically, a flat and non-flat gluon – which were indistin-
guishable at HERA – produce sizeably di↵erent �2/ndf at the LHeC and FCC-eh. Besides, the
fits are also sensitive to the assumed minimal value of Q2 used in the DGLAP fits. This feature
is understandable since the DGLAP evolution is very sensitive to the low Q2 region, which is
crucial for constraining the initial condition. This fact indicates the potential of both machines
to constrain the di↵ractive parton densities in this region and, eventually, physics that goes
beyond the standard twist-2 DGLAP evolution. Finally, we have investigated the possibility of
inclusive di↵raction in the case of nuclear targets. Using models which employ Gribov inelastic
shadowing, we make predictions for the nuclear ratios for the di↵ractive structure functions F2

and FL, and provide the simulated data sets. We find that the accurate measurement of the
nuclear di↵ractive cross section would be possible in the nuclear case, with similar coverage in
�, ⇠ and Q2 and similar precision to the proton case.

The extended kinematic range of both machines o↵ers new exciting possibilities in di↵raction.
One is that they are sensitive to the top contribution to di↵raction. Since HERA did not give
access to the top, none of the models used to simulate the pseudodata provides a reliable contri-
bution from the top quark. In the present analysis the top contribution was thus neglected, but
it could be investigated in further studies, particularly for the FCC-eh. Furthermore, di↵ractive
dijets could also be included and their impact on the extraction of DPDFs evaluated. Another
interesting possibility is that of charged current di↵raction. This was measured at HERA but in
a very limited kinematic range and with very small statistics. In future DIS machines this would
certainly be a much better explored process and would provide additional tests for factorization

20

Armesto, Newman,Slominski, Stasto 
L & H models by Frankfurt, Guzey,Strikman
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• Diffractive to inclusive ratio of cross sections sensitive probe to different models (ex. 
saturation vs leading twist shadowing)
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Figure 7.64: Left: Ratio of nuclear to proton diffractive structure functions, scaled by A, at
x = 10�3 (also referred to as xP) as a function of b from dipole model calculations (Fig. 7
from Ref. [769]). Right: ratios of nuclear to proton diffractive parton distributions, scaled
by A, for sea quarks and gluons at the same x (i.e. xP) from the Leading Twist Shadowing
model (Fig. 72 from Ref. [285]).

.

coherent diffration in e+p, and the latter to proton dissociation in e+p.

Coherent diffraction is mostly sensitive to the nuclear radius and global nuclear
profile and structure, while incoherent diffraction is sensitive to nucleon degrees
of freedom, specifically to nucleon and subnucleon fluctuations, see e.g. Refs. [767,
768] for reviews and Subsection 7.3.9.

All of these cases are characterized by a rapidity gap between the target fragments
and the photon fragment system. While detecting experimentally whether the nu-
cleus has disintegrated or not might be challenging, the overall rapidity gap cross
section that includes both coherent and incoherent processes should be more eas-
ily measurable. In spite of the presence of more physically different sources of
fluctuations in nuclei than in protons (fluctuating positions of the nucleons in the
nucleus in addition to subnucleonic fluctuations), coherent diffraction is a larger
part of the diffractive cross section in e+A than in e+p. This is due both to the fact
that coherent diffraction grows parametrically as A4/3 with the atomic mass num-
ber, and to the fact that nuclei are closer to the black disk limit, where there are no
fluctuations and thus no incoherent processes.

Diffraction is generically more sensitive to gluon saturation than inclusive cross
sections, since the diffractive cross section is proportional to the square of the gluon
density. In hard diffraction, for instance, one should be able to distinguish predic-
tions based on the strong field effects of BK (or hard pomeron based approaches
in general) from the soft pomeron physics associated with confinement [770]. The
ratio of the (coherent) diffractive cross section integrated over t and some range
MX < Mmax to the inclusive cross section is, in the dipole picture used in the sat-
uration context, very generically enhanced in nuclei compared to protons, since in
nuclei the dipole-target scattering amplitude at a fixed impact parameter is larger
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Figure 7.64: Left: Ratio of nuclear to proton diffractive structure functions, scaled by A, at
x = 10�3 (also referred to as xP) as a function of b from dipole model calculations (Fig. 7
from Ref. [769]). Right: ratios of nuclear to proton diffractive parton distributions, scaled
by A, for sea quarks and gluons at the same x (i.e. xP) from the Leading Twist Shadowing
model (Fig. 72 from Ref. [285]).
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coherent diffration in e+p, and the latter to proton dissociation in e+p.

Coherent diffraction is mostly sensitive to the nuclear radius and global nuclear
profile and structure, while incoherent diffraction is sensitive to nucleon degrees
of freedom, specifically to nucleon and subnucleon fluctuations, see e.g. Refs. [767,
768] for reviews and Subsection 7.3.9.

All of these cases are characterized by a rapidity gap between the target fragments
and the photon fragment system. While detecting experimentally whether the nu-
cleus has disintegrated or not might be challenging, the overall rapidity gap cross
section that includes both coherent and incoherent processes should be more eas-
ily measurable. In spite of the presence of more physically different sources of
fluctuations in nuclei than in protons (fluctuating positions of the nucleons in the
nucleus in addition to subnucleonic fluctuations), coherent diffraction is a larger
part of the diffractive cross section in e+A than in e+p. This is due both to the fact
that coherent diffraction grows parametrically as A4/3 with the atomic mass num-
ber, and to the fact that nuclei are closer to the black disk limit, where there are no
fluctuations and thus no incoherent processes.

Diffraction is generically more sensitive to gluon saturation than inclusive cross
sections, since the diffractive cross section is proportional to the square of the gluon
density. In hard diffraction, for instance, one should be able to distinguish predic-
tions based on the strong field effects of BK (or hard pomeron based approaches
in general) from the soft pomeron physics associated with confinement [770]. The
ratio of the (coherent) diffractive cross section integrated over t and some range
MX < Mmax to the inclusive cross section is, in the dipole picture used in the sat-
uration context, very generically enhanced in nuclei compared to protons, since in
nuclei the dipole-target scattering amplitude at a fixed impact parameter is larger
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Exclusive diffraction of VM

Good process to extract the shape of nucleus, 
sensitive to saturation at low x and large A 
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of diffractive production of vector mesons. γ∗(q) is
the virtual photon of momentum q, V (q+∆) is the produced vector meson with momentum
q +∆. The target proton is scattered elastically.
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e+ p ! e+ p+ J/ 
t-dependence is a Fourier transform of the impact 
parameter profile 

Hard sphere: , dips when 
 

Gaussian & linear: , Fourier 
transform is Gaussian, no dips 

Saturation, for ex. exponentiation: 
, dips present 

Dips in general present for models with saturation 

Position of dips depends on energy, scale, size of 
nucleus 

Sensitive to modeling

N(x, r, b) ∼ θ(R − b)
J1(R t) = 0

N(x, r, b) ∼ e−b2/(2B)

N(x, r, b) ∼ 1 − exp(−f(x, r) e−b2/(2B))
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Figure 3.23: Di↵erential cross section for the elastic J/ production as a function of |t| within the
IP-Sat (saturation), b-CGC and 1-Pomeron models at a fixed W�p = 1TeV, which corresponds to the
LHeC kinematics, and for two di↵erent values of photon virtuality Q = 0 and Q

2 = 10 GeV2. The
thickness of points includes the uncertainties associated with the freedom to choose di↵erent values for
the charm quark mass within the range mc = 1.2 � 1.4 GeV.

slope parameters Bg and BCGC, which control the b -dependence in both models, were fitted to
obtain the best description of elastic di↵ractive J/ production, in particular its t-dependence,
at small values of t.

In Figs. 3.23 and 3.24 we show the simulated di↵erential cross section d�/dt as a function of |t|
and study its variation with energy and virtuality, and its model dependence. First, in Fig. 3.23
we show the di↵erential cross section as a function of t for fixed energy W = 1TeV, in the case of
the photoproduction of J/ (left plot) and for the case of DIS with Q

2 = 10 GeV2 (right plot).
The energy W corresponds to the LHeC kinematics. There are three di↵erent calculations in
each plot, using the IP-sat model, the b-CGC model and the 1-Pomeron approximation. The
last one is obtained by keeping just the first non-trivial term in the expansion of the eikonalised
formula of the IP-Sat amplitude (3.26). First, let us observe that all three models coincide
for very low values of t, where the dependence on t is exponential. This is because for low
|t|, relatively large values of impact parameter are probed in Eq. (3.24) where the amplitude
is small, and therefore the tail in impact parameter is Gaussian in all three cases. Since the
Fourier transform of the Gaussian in b is an exponential in t, the result at low t follows. On
the other hand, the three scenarios di↵er significantly for large values of |t|. In the case of the
1-Pomeron approximation the dependence is still exponential, without any dips, which is easily
understood since the impact parameter profile is perfectly Gaussian in this case. For the two
other scenarios, dips in d�/dt as a function in t emerge. They signal the departure from the
Gaussian profile in b for small values of b where the system is dense. A similar pattern can be
observed when performing the Fourier transform of the Wood-Saxon distribution, which is the
typical distribution used for the description of the matter density in nuclei. When Q

2 is increased
the pattern of dips also changes. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.23. It is seen that the dips move to
higher values of |t| for DIS than for photoproduction. This can be understood from the dipole
formula Eq. (3.24) which contains the integral over the dipole size. Larger values of Q

2 select

68

Precision t, W and Q2 dependence of vector mesons
Example : tests of saturation from the slope in t  

One of the best processes to 
test for novel small x dynamics

Advantage over UPC: 

Q2 dependence

Examples for ep at  very high energy (like LHeC)
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Figure 3.23: d�/dt distributions for exclusive J/ (left) and � (right) production in coherent and
incoherent events in di↵ractive e+Au collisions. Predictions from saturation and non-saturation
models are shown.

[209], an e+A event generator specialized
for di↵ractive exclusive vector meson produc-
tion based on the bSat [208] dipole model.
We limit the calculation to 1 < Q

2
< 10

GeV2 and x < 0.01 to stay within the va-
lidity range of saturation and non-saturation
models. The produced events were passed
through an experimental filter and scaled to
reflect an integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1/A.
The basic experimental cuts are listed in the
legends of the panels in Fig. 3.22. As ex-
pected, the di↵erence between the satura-
tion and non-saturation curves is small for
the smaller-sized J/ (< 20%), which is less
sensitive to saturation e↵ects, but is substan-
tial for the larger �, which is more sensitive
to the saturation region. In both cases, the
di↵erence is larger than the statistical errors.
In fact, the small errors for di↵ractive � pro-
duction indicate that this measurement can
already provide substantial insight into the
saturation mechanism after a few weeks of
EIC running. Although this measurement
could be already feasible at an EIC with
low collision energies, the saturation e↵ects
would be less pronounced due to the larger
values of x. For large Q

2, the two ratios
asymptotically approach unity.

As explained earlier in Sec. 3.2.1, coher-

ent di↵ractive events allow one to learn about
the shape and the degree of “blackness” of
the black disk: this enables one to study the
spatial distribution of gluons in the nucleus.
Exclusive vector meson production in di↵rac-
tive e+A collisions is the cleanest such pro-
cess, due to the low number of particles in the
final state. This would not only provide us
with further insight into saturation physics
but also constitute a highly important con-
tribution to heavy-ion physics by providing a
quantitative understanding of the initial con-
ditions of a heavy ion collision as described
in Sec. 3.4.2. It might even shed some light
on the role of glue and thus QCD in the nu-
clear structure of light nuclei (see Sec. 3.3).
As described above, in di↵ractive DIS, the
virtual photon interacts with the nucleus via
a color-neutral exchange, which is dominated
by two gluons at the lowest order. It is pre-
cisely this two gluon exchange which yields a
di↵ractive measurement of the gluon density
in a nucleus.

Experimentally the key to the spatial
gluon distribution is the measurement of the
d�/dt distribution. As follows from the op-
tical analogy presented in Sec. 3.2.1, the
Fourier-transform of (the square root of) this
distribution is the source distribution of the
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• Total J/ψ yield compared to signal (filled) and incoherent (dashed histogram) 
• Expect improvements with further optimization of detector design (e.g. B0 EMCal) 

and analysis methodology  


• Backgrounds modest up to second diffractive peak 
• Cut more effective at larger t, but signal distribution drops rapidly

Theory Experiment plot from P.Steinberg et al

‘Measurement resolution (both e’ and J/ψ) limit the ability to measure(or even) see diffractive dips. 
incoherent background can only be removed so much, esp. with acceptance of IP6. Begs the question: can 
these distributions be unfolded ?’

P.Steinberg quote from talk at EIC Theory WG:

More theory work : robustness of dips, model dependence  

More experimental work : detector design, unfolding method
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Coherent  exclusive production  of J/ψ with  light ions and deuteron 
Probing shadowing in a more controlled environment 
Change of t-dependence depending on  the number of scatterings 
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FIG. 3: Ratio of the di↵erential cross section for J/ coher-
ent production on 4He to the same quantity for the nucleon
target at t = 0 as a function of �t at x = 10�3. Relative
errors of 10% and 15% have been considered on the quanti-
ties B0 and �2, respectively (see text and the Supplemental
Material).

relative error of approximately 10 %, measured by H1
and ZEUS collaborations at HERA (see Ref. [15] for ref-
erences). This value corresponds to x ' 10�3, typical
for the EIC kinematics. In addition, using the Gribov-
Migdal relation, we estimate ⌘0 and ⌘ by exploiting the
measured energy dependence of the corresponding ampli-
tudes: ⌘0 = (⇡/2)⇥0.1 ' 0.16 and ⌘ = (⇡/2)⇥0.2 ' 0.3.
In our analysis, we neglected the t dependence of ⌘ and
⌘0 since the slopes of the corresponding scattering am-
plitudes weakly depend on energy [i.e., the slopes of the
Regge trajectories ↵0(0) are small].

The results are presented in Figs. 3-5, taking into ac-
count the relative errors on �2 and B0 discussed above.
Notice that these uncertainties do not a↵ect our numer-
ical predictions significantly. In facts, the bulk of the
predicted strong t dependence is given by the nuclear
k-body form factors, �k. The latter quantities are cal-
culated with the most recent realistic potentials and the
theoretical uncertainty on them, in the relevant kinemat-
ical region, is very small. An example of the convergence
of the nuclear calculation is provided in the Supplemental
Material.

Figure 3 shows our predictions for the ratio of the dif-
ferential cross section for J/ coherent production on
4He to that for the nucleon at t = 0 as a function of
�t at x = 10�3. One can see from the figure that the
cross section is dominated by the one-body (IA) and the
two-body rescattering dynamics. The first minimum is
clearly shifted from �t = 0.45 GeV2 to �t = 0.27 GeV2,
essentially due to the two-body contribution. Since one-
body dynamics is under remarkable theoretical control, it
allows one to disentangle two-body dynamics and unam-
biguously relate it to leading-twist gluon nuclear shad-

FIG. 4: Ratio of the di↵erential cross section for J/ co-
herent production on 4He to the same quantity at t = 0 as a
function of �t: the IA result at x = 0.05 is compared to the
full one at x = 10�3. Relative errors of 10% and 15% have
been considered on the quantities B0 and �2, respectively (see
text and the Supplemental Material).

owing. Note also that the clear minimum of the t depen-
dence in the IA case is filled because ⌘0 6= ⌘ 6= 0 in the
full calculation. This represents a unique opportunity to
measure the ratios of the real to imaginary parts of the
corresponding scattering amplitudes.

The quality of the IA result can be tested at x = 0.05,
where it is expected to be dominating in a broad range of
t due to a vanishingly small contribution of the shadowing
correction. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 presenting the x
evolution of the gluon shadowing correction in 4He. It
shows the ratio of the di↵erential cross section for J/ 
coherent production on 4He to the same quantity at t = 0
as a function of �t. At x = 10�3, the full result is shown.
At x = 0.05, the IA result is presented. In the latter
case, the parameters of the model of J/ production have
been properly changed (in particular, we used B0(x) = 3
GeV�2 [34]).

Note that this x evolution of the t dependence agrees
with that predicted in Ref. [34], which was obtained con-
sidering HERA data; a check of this model will be pos-
sible at the EIC. Since the one-body contribution domi-
nates the cross section at x = 0.05, where no shadowing
is expected in a wide range of t, the emergence of LT
gluon shadowing at lower x points to a significant broad-
ening in the impact parameter space of the nuclear gluon
distribution, as discussed in Ref. [20] for heavy nuclei.
If confirmed, this observation would be a relevant step
towards a 3D imaging of gluons in nuclei.

We have also repeated our analysis for the 3He sys-
tem, which will be systematically used at an EIC. In
this case, the nuclear ↵s �1,�2, and �3 have been cal-
culated using a realistic wave function developed along
the lines of Ref. [27] and using the AV18 nucleon-nucleon
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FIG. 5: Ratio of the di↵erential cross section for J/ coher-
ent production on 3He to the same quantity for the nucleon
target at t = 0 as a function of �t at x = 10�3. Relative
errors of 10% and 15% have been considered on the quanti-
ties B0 and �2, respectively (see text and the Supplemental
Material).

potential [35] and including UIX three-body forces [36].
Again, as a consistency check of the numerics, the rela-
tion �2(~q2 = 0, ~q1) = �1(~q1) has been successfully tested.

Figure 5 shows the ratio of the di↵erential cross section
for J/ coherent production on 3He to the same quantity
for the nucleon target at t = 0 as a function of �t at x =
10�3. One can see from the figure that the pattern of the
t dependence is similar to that found for 4He. Again, the
one-body and two-body scatterings dominate the cross
sections. A relevant shift in the minimum momentum
transfer due to two-body dynamics is predicted and, since
the IA is under theoretical control, there are very good
chances to disentangle two-body dynamics, i.e., LT gluon
shadowing, from the one-body contribution. In addition,
accurate measurements at large |t| would also allow one
to extract the three-nucleon contribution.

One should also mention that, within our approach,
the average number of participating nucleons is ⌫ =
A��⇤N/��⇤A [37], which leads to ⌫ ⇠ 1.7 for x = 10�3.
Thus, using the set of 3He and 4He data, one would be
able to test the consistency of our description.

Conclusions. Measurements of coherent J/ elec-
troproduction at finite values of the momentum transfer
t with light ion beams at an EIC can nicely complement
investigations performed at the LHC with ultraperiph-
eral collisions of heavy nuclei. In particular, it will be
possible to establish how many nucleons contribute to
the impressive gluon shadowing seen at the LHC, which
constitutes important information hardly accessible in
the LHC data collected with heavy nuclei probing pre-
dominantly the t ' 0 values. We demonstrated this by
performing a realistic calculation for the 3He and 4He
systems at t 6= 0 and considering contributions coming

from di↵erent numbers of nucleons involved in the pro-
cess. We have clearly shown that the first di↵raction min-
imum is shifted with respect to that predicted by the IA
calculation. Since the latter contribution is under good
theoretical control, very good opportunities to disentan-
gle multinucleon dynamics, in particular two-nucleon dy-
namics contributing to gluon shadowing, are expected. It
should be possible to perform such measurements at the
EIC, due to its projected high luminosity, designed for
precision measurements of exclusive processes [26]. An
encouraging estimate of the events rate expected at the
EIC is presented in the Supplemental Material. Besides,
one should also note that the measurements planned at
EIC for the free proton target, in particular, those of the
slopes B0 and B (related to �2), will reduce the uncer-
tainties of our results shown here. It will also be possible
to obtain unique information on the real part of the cor-
responding scattering amplitude. Analyzing the x evolu-
tion of the t dependence predicted in our calculation, the
emergence of LT gluon shadowing at low x points to a
significant broadening of the gluon distribution in impact
parameter space. This is just an example of many pos-
sibilities o↵ered by the process under scrutiny towards a
novel 3D imaging of gluons in nuclei.
The use of light ion beams would greatly expand the

EIC potential for probing the small-x dynamics. We
will perform further investigations considering additional
light ions (e.g., deuteron beams), other vector mesons in
the final state allowing for a sizable longitudinal momen-
tum transfer, deeply virtual Compton scattering, and the
Q2 dependence of cross sections of these processes.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

In this document we present supplemental material for
our paper to support the obtained results. In particular,
an estimate of the uncertainties on our results, as well
as an estimate of the feasibility of measurements of J/ 
photoproduction on light nuclei at EIC, will be detailed.
Estimate of the accuracy of our calculations.

For the quantity

R =
d��⇤A!J/ A

dt
(t)/

d��⇤N!J/ N

dt
(t = 0)

=

�����F1(t)e
[B0(x)/2]t +

AX

k=2

Fk(t)

�����

2

, (5)

shown in Figs. 3-5, the error propagation has been per-

2

clei, we propose an alternative, complementary strategy
of studying coherent production of J/ in DIS o↵ 4He
and 3He light nuclei in the Q2 ! 0 (quasireal photon)
limit, which should be feasible at the EIC. In this case,
x = M2

J/ /W
2, where MJ/ is the vector meson mass

and W is the invariant photon-nucleon energy.
Using specific features of their response functions,

namely, the presence of a zero in the one-body form
factor (↵) at moderate

p
|t| = 0.7 GeV/c for 4He andp

|t| = 0.8 GeV/c for 3He, we argue that it is possible
to separate the contributions to nuclear shadowing com-
ing from the interaction with two and three nucleons of
the nuclear target. Besides, the ions under investigation
have no excited states, so that it is easy to select coherent
events. This is based on an old idea proposed initially in
Ref. [21]. Indeed, since the di↵erential p+4He ! p+4He
cross section does not present a minimum at �t ' 0.6
GeV2, where the 4He charge ↵ has a minimum, it has
to be dominated by e↵ects beyond the impulse approx-
imation (IA), namely, by the interaction with several
nucleons leading to nuclear shadowing. Supplementing
this with accurate calculations of one-, two-, and three-
body ↵s based on exact solutions of the Schrödinger
equation with realistic potentials, which have greatly im-
proved in the last decade, we make predictions for the
d��⇤+4He!J/ +4He/dt and d��⇤+3He!J/ +3He/dt di↵er-
ential cross sections in a broad range of t, including the
region of finite t, where IA is largely suppressed and the
cross sections are unambiguously sensitive to the contri-
butions of the interaction with exactly two nucleons of
the target (the contribution of interactions with three
and four nucleons near the minimum and for lower |t| is
numerically small).

Note that runs with polarized 3He beams are planned
at EIC in order to study the neutron spin structure [12].

In the case of electron-deuteron scattering, the IA in-
duced by the quadrupole ↵ dominates up to large |t|.
Hence, we do not discuss this reaction here. However,
in a long run, if polarized deuteron beams for an EIC
become available, experiments using such beams would
provide an independent measurement of the double scat-
tering amplitude (the interaction with k = 2 nucleons).
At the same time, the strategy discussed here is proba-
bly the only one allowing one to measure nuclear shad-
owing in light nuclei at colliders, since its e↵ect for the
total electron-nucleus cross sections is a few percent at
most [22]. Its smallness can be readily seen by examining
our predictions in Figs. 3–5, where the di↵erence between
the IA and full results at t = 0 is twice the shadowing
e↵ect for the total cross section.

Multiple scattering formalism for coherent elec-

troproduction of J/ on light nuclei . As already
explained, at high energies projectiles interact coherently
with all nucleons of the nuclear target. The contributions
to the nuclear scattering amplitude corresponding to the
interaction with k = 1, 2, 3, . . . nucleons of the target

(a) (b) (c)

A A

N
N N

A A A A

�⇤ J/ 
�⇤ J/ �⇤ J/ 

IP IP IP IP

� + � . . .

FIG. 1: Multiple scattering series for �⇤+A ! J/ +A scat-
tering amplitude. Panels (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the
interaction with k = 1, 2, and 3 target nucleons, respectively.
The zigzag lines labeled IP denote di↵ractive exchanges; the
solid blob in panel (c) stands for the interaction with cross
section �3(x).

is shown in Fig. 1; they interfere destructively leading to
the suppression of the nuclear cross section (nuclear shad-
owing) [6]. In the Gribov-Glauber approach to nuclear
shadowing [9], the contribution of the interaction with
k = 2 nucleons is unambiguously given by the di↵ractive
(elastic) cross section on the nucleon. At the same time,
the contributions corresponding to k � 3 nucleons can-
not be in general expressed in terms of di↵raction on the
nucleon and, hence, need to be modeled. A convenient
way to do it is o↵ered by the Good-Walker formalism
of eigenstates of the scattering operator [23, 24], which
allows one to characterize the interaction with k nucle-
ons by the kth moment h�ki =

R
d�Ph(�)�k. Here, the

distribution Ph(�) parametrizes the hadronic structure
of the virtual photon and gives the probability for the
photon to interact with a nucleon with the cross section
�.

In this approach, while the �⇤A ! J/ A scattering
amplitude is expressed in terms of the gluon generalized
parton distribution (GPD), the ratio of the nuclear and
nucleon cross sections very weakly depends on the skew-
ness. Thus, the di↵erential cross section of electropro-
duction (photoproduction) of J/ mesons on a nucleus
A can be written in terms of the d��⇤N!J/ N/dt cross
section on the proton at t = 0 in the following form:
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⇥
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where the first term is proportional to the IA, F1(t) =
A�1(q), and the second term gives the contribution of
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clei, we propose an alternative, complementary strategy
of studying coherent production of J/ in DIS o↵ 4He
and 3He light nuclei in the Q2 ! 0 (quasireal photon)
limit, which should be feasible at the EIC. In this case,
x = M2

J/ /W
2, where MJ/ is the vector meson mass

and W is the invariant photon-nucleon energy.
Using specific features of their response functions,

namely, the presence of a zero in the one-body form
factor (↵) at moderate

p
|t| = 0.7 GeV/c for 4He andp

|t| = 0.8 GeV/c for 3He, we argue that it is possible
to separate the contributions to nuclear shadowing com-
ing from the interaction with two and three nucleons of
the nuclear target. Besides, the ions under investigation
have no excited states, so that it is easy to select coherent
events. This is based on an old idea proposed initially in
Ref. [21]. Indeed, since the di↵erential p+4He ! p+4He
cross section does not present a minimum at �t ' 0.6
GeV2, where the 4He charge ↵ has a minimum, it has
to be dominated by e↵ects beyond the impulse approx-
imation (IA), namely, by the interaction with several
nucleons leading to nuclear shadowing. Supplementing
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d��⇤+4He!J/ +4He/dt and d��⇤+3He!J/ +3He/dt di↵er-
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region of finite t, where IA is largely suppressed and the
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butions of the interaction with exactly two nucleons of
the target (the contribution of interactions with three
and four nucleons near the minimum and for lower |t| is
numerically small).

Note that runs with polarized 3He beams are planned
at EIC in order to study the neutron spin structure [12].

In the case of electron-deuteron scattering, the IA in-
duced by the quadrupole ↵ dominates up to large |t|.
Hence, we do not discuss this reaction here. However,
in a long run, if polarized deuteron beams for an EIC
become available, experiments using such beams would
provide an independent measurement of the double scat-
tering amplitude (the interaction with k = 2 nucleons).
At the same time, the strategy discussed here is proba-
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owing in light nuclei at colliders, since its e↵ect for the
total electron-nucleus cross sections is a few percent at
most [22]. Its smallness can be readily seen by examining
our predictions in Figs. 3–5, where the di↵erence between
the IA and full results at t = 0 is twice the shadowing
e↵ect for the total cross section.

Multiple scattering formalism for coherent elec-

troproduction of J/ on light nuclei . As already
explained, at high energies projectiles interact coherently
with all nucleons of the nuclear target. The contributions
to the nuclear scattering amplitude corresponding to the
interaction with k = 1, 2, 3, . . . nucleons of the target

(a) (b) (c)

A A

N
N N

A A A A

�⇤ J/ 
�⇤ J/ �⇤ J/ 

IP IP IP IP

� + � . . .

FIG. 1: Multiple scattering series for �⇤+A ! J/ +A scat-
tering amplitude. Panels (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the
interaction with k = 1, 2, and 3 target nucleons, respectively.
The zigzag lines labeled IP denote di↵ractive exchanges; the
solid blob in panel (c) stands for the interaction with cross
section �3(x).

is shown in Fig. 1; they interfere destructively leading to
the suppression of the nuclear cross section (nuclear shad-
owing) [6]. In the Gribov-Glauber approach to nuclear
shadowing [9], the contribution of the interaction with
k = 2 nucleons is unambiguously given by the di↵ractive
(elastic) cross section on the nucleon. At the same time,
the contributions corresponding to k � 3 nucleons can-
not be in general expressed in terms of di↵raction on the
nucleon and, hence, need to be modeled. A convenient
way to do it is o↵ered by the Good-Walker formalism
of eigenstates of the scattering operator [23, 24], which
allows one to characterize the interaction with k nucle-
ons by the kth moment h�ki =

R
d�Ph(�)�k. Here, the

distribution Ph(�) parametrizes the hadronic structure
of the virtual photon and gives the probability for the
photon to interact with a nucleon with the cross section
�.

In this approach, while the �⇤A ! J/ A scattering
amplitude is expressed in terms of the gluon generalized
parton distribution (GPD), the ratio of the nuclear and
nucleon cross sections very weakly depends on the skew-
ness. Thus, the di↵erential cross section of electropro-
duction (photoproduction) of J/ mesons on a nucleus
A can be written in terms of the d��⇤N!J/ N/dt cross
section on the proton at t = 0 in the following form:

d��⇤A!J/ A

dt
(t) =

d��⇤N!J/ N

dt
(t = 0)

⇥

�����F1(t)e
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where the first term is proportional to the IA, F1(t) =
A�1(q), and the second term gives the contribution of

Guzey, Rinaldi, ScopeOa,Strikman,Viviani
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Light ions: Physics objectives 3

n

[Nucleus rest frame view]

• Neutron structure

Flavor decomposition of PDFs/GPDs/TMDs,
singlet vs. non-singlet QCD evolution, polarized gluon

Eliminate nuclear binding, non-nucleonic DOF!

• Nucleon interactions in QCD

Nuclear modification of quark/gluon densities
Short-range correlations, non-nucleonic DOF
QCD origin of nuclear forces

Associate modifications with interactions!

• Coherent phenomena in QCD

Coherent interaction of high–energy probe
with multiple nucleons, shadowing, saturation

Identify coherent response!

Common challenge: Effects depend on the nuclear
configuration during the high-energy process.
Need to “control” the configurations!
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• Neutron structure

Flavor decomposition of PDFs/GPDs/TMDs,
singlet vs. non-singlet QCD evolution, polarized gluon

Eliminate nuclear binding, non-nucleonic DOF!

• Nucleon interactions in QCD

Nuclear modification of quark/gluon densities
Short-range correlations, non-nucleonic DOF
QCD origin of nuclear forces

Associate modifications with interactions!

• Coherent phenomena in QCD

Coherent interaction of high–energy probe
with multiple nucleons, shadowing, saturation

Identify coherent response!

Common challenge: Effects depend on the nuclear
configuration during the high-energy process.
Need to “control” the configurations!

Examples of physics with light ions

Neutron structure: standard PDFs/TMD/GPDs, 
improve flavor determination u/d ratio at large x, 
spin structure of neutron from polarized target

Nucleon interactions: nuclear modifications of 
quark and gluon densities, short-range 
correlations

Coherent phenomena: coherent interaction of 
high-energy probe with multiple nucleons, 
shadowing, saturation

Light ions : simpler system, tagging allows for more controlled environment
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Next-generation nuclear physics
with polarized light ions at EIC

C. Weiss (JLab), Physics Opportunities with EIC, 2019 APS DNP Fall Meeting, 14-Oct-2019

A A
Coherent
recoil

process
High−energy

Forward

detected
spectatorpol.D

e’ e

p, n

EIC simulations: JLab 2014/15 LDRD project
W. Cosyn, V. Guzey, D. Higinbotham, Ch. Hyde,
K. Park, P. Nadel-Turonski, M. Sargsian,
M. Strikman, C. Weiss [Webpage]
+ ongoing theoretical research

• Light-ion phyiscs with EIC

Energy, luminosity, polarization, detection

Objectives and challenges

• Spectator tagging with deuteron

High-energy process ↔ low-energy stucture

Free neutron spin structure

NN interactions, EMC effect

• Coherent processes with light nuclei

Quark/gluon spatial distributions

Dynamics: Nuclear shadowing etc.

• Forward ion detection with EIC

Spectator tagging allows to control the nuclear configuration 
in the deuteron initial state : active nucleon and relative 
momentum.  Differential analysis of the nuclear effects 

Unique method with several applications:  

Free neutron structure function 

Configuration dependence of the EMC effect 

Proton structure function ( analysis of nuclear effects) 

Neutron polarization in polarized DIS (S, D waves)

Jentsch, Tu, Weiss Cosyn, Weiss

Double tagging can be done 
with light nuclei: 3He,3H. 
Neutron, proton structure 
nuclear modifications 
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Diffractive J/ψ scattering on a deuteron as a way to study short - range correlations (SRC) 

Short-range correlated nucleon pairs with high internal nucleon momentum ( quasi-deuteron 
inside the nucleus). Possible strong link of SRC to EMC effect.
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the four-momentum of the spectator nucleon (See Fig. 7.74 for the Feynman dia-
gram). We use realistic physics estimates and a conceptual far-forward detector
simulations of the EIC to fully reveal the potential of this exclusive process. In par-
ticular, we provide the luminosity and detector requirements necessary to study
SRCs in the deuteron at an EIC.

�*

e

e'

d p

n

p'

n'

J/�

t=(p'-p)2

t'=(n'-d)2-Mp

Figure 7.74: Diagram of incoherent diffractive J/y productions in electron-deuteron scat-
tering

In Fig. 7.74, kinematic variables are defined in the figure. In particular, the kine-
matic variable t is defined between the four-momentum of the incoming and
outgoing leading nucleon, while the incoming nucleon momentum inside of the
deuteron is not known directly due to the internal nucleon momentum distribu-
tion. This is different from the process of electron-proton (ep) scattering where
the incoming proton has the beam momentum. In an ep collider experiment, the
paradigmatic example thus far being the H1 and ZEUS experiments at HERA, the
t variable can in principle be reconstructed using different methods [854], includ-
ing a new method proposed in this study based on purely the spectator and the
leading nucleon. The conclusion based on this study is that the best resolution of
reconstruction of momentum transfer might come from a combination of differ-
ent methods, i.e., the spectator tagging technique can be used for identifying the
process while the method 3 in Ref. [854] can be used for the values of t.

In BeAGLE simulations of incoherent diffractive J/y meson production in ed scat-
tering, both cases where the spectator nucleon can be either a proton or a neu-
tron are considered. In the simulations, the two cases are treated identically at
the generator level, while in the reconstruction of the final state particles in the
detector simulations, the spectator proton or neutron would experience different
acceptances and detector smearing. In Fig. 7.75, the three-momentum distribu-
tions of the spectator, pm, associated with incoherent diffractive J/y production
in ed collisions, are shown for neutron (left) and proton (right) spectator, respec-
tively. In each panel, the truth level simulation from BeAGLE is shown by solid
star markers, where the open circles represent the results after the realistic simula-
tion of the detector acceptance and forward instrumentation. The results of the full
simulations (open square markers,) include acceptances, smearing effects coming
from intrinsic detector resolutions, and beam-related effects. With the capability of

Role of gluons in SRC pairs? 

Relation of SRC to shadowing and/or saturation ? 

Spatial and momentum distribution of partons in high momentum configurations  ?

Questions: 

Momentum transfer t, the difference between outgoing 
proton momentum and incoming proton momentum, 
which is not known in ed, unlike in ep

Reconstruction of t : through leading nucleon and 
spectator measurement (proton and nucleon are back-
to-back in the rest frame of pn before the interaction)

t = (p0 � p)2
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Simulation in impulse approximation
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Figure 7.75: Distribution of the three-momentum of the spectator nucleon in events asso-
ciated with incoherent diffractive J/y vector meson production in ed collisions are shown
for the BeAGLE event generator. The left panel is for the neutron spectator case, where the
right panel is for the proton spectators. The simulations at the generator level, with accep-
tances effects only, and for the full simulations, are shown with solid, open circles, and open
squared markers, respectively.

clei [847–849]. That means that the EMC effect is probably driven by the high-
momentum highly-virtual nucleons of the SRC pairs. This connection can be tested
experimentally by measuring electron deep inelastic scattering (DIS) from a nu-
cleon and detecting its correlated SRC partner nucleon (tagging).

The Electron-Ion-Collider (EIC) is an ideal machine for tagging measurements due
to the unique capability of measuring recoil nucleons in a collider compared to
fixed-target experiments. Furthermore, it will reach much higher Q2 values than
obtained in previous DIS measurements. The current design of the EIC detectors
allows for a full acceptance for forward-going proton, neutrons and nuclear frag-
ments besides the scattered electron. Ideally, it should be possible to measure the
struck nucleon or its target-remnant jet, the SRC-partner, any spectators that were
involved in final state interactions, and the nuclear remnant.

In the following figures 7.77 and 7.78, we show momentum distributions of the
recoil nucleons determined by the electron and leading nucleon with the current
IR design. These results were generated using the Generalized Contact Formalism
and then passed through EICROOT. Presently head-to-head comparisons are being
made between EICROOT and ESCalate’s g4e codes.

The results clearly show very good acceptance for recoil spectator nucleons over a
very large range of momentum. For neutrons the acceptance is not as good for the
lower energy setting though nearly complete at the highest energy. This is simply

3-momentum distribution of the spectator nucleon in the rest frame of deuteron 
Reflects the internal nucleon momentum at the initial state of the deuteron wave function

Neutron spectator Proton spectator

Neutron spectator: 4-6 mrad cone in the ZDC, 100% acceptance up to 0.6 GeV, momentum 
smearing up to 300 MeV 

Proton spectator: Better resolution, less bin migration at low momenta
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ing all e↵ects in the simulation, the ✓rq distributions are
found to be significantly smeared compared to the gen-
erator level ones. This observable has been found in our
study to be the most sensitive to detector resolutions. The
di↵erences in the proton and neutron are due to the dif-
ferent smearing e↵ects between the two particles - protons
are reconstructed from simulated detector hits; neutrons
only have the acceptance applied in the simulation, and a
Gaussian smearing applied by hand. The largest compo-
nent in the ✓rq smearing comes from the Lorentz-boost of
the deuteron beam momentum, where a small momentum
and angular smearing in the lab frame will be enhanced in
the deuteron rest frame. For higher pm ranges, the di↵er-
ence between the smeared and true distribution becomes
smaller, see Sec. 8.4.

It is noted that the ✓rq distribution is a standard ob-
servable for SRC measurements at fixed target experi-
ments [29], while the resolution of the ✓rq angle generally is
much better without the Lorentz-boost to the target rest
frame. At the EIC, the Lorentz-boost to the target rest
frame is necessary to access the polar angle ✓rq, which will
be an experimental challenge for the measurement at low
pm. Fortunately, probing the high momentum tail of SRC
pairs be less problematic at the EIC.

In addition, the ✓rq distribution has been found to be
sensitive to the FSI for electron-deuteron scattering in
fixed target experiments [44, 45, 46, 29, 47? , 49]. The
data show that the FSI contribution peaks for ✓rq ⇠ 70o,
while it becomes very small at forward (⇠0 degree) and
backward (⇠180 degree) angles. Therefore at the EIC, ✓rq
will provide an important handle to suppress the FSI e↵ect
when tagging the high momentum spectator nucleon.
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Figure 5: The polar angle between the virtual photon and the
spectator neutron (left) and spectator proton (right), respectively, in
incoherent di↵ractive J/ vector meson production in ed collisions.
These distributions are integrated over all pm range. Simulations
at the generator level, with acceptance e↵ects only, and with full
simulations, are shown with solid, open circles, and open squared
markers, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the momentum trans-
fer t in incoherent di↵ractive J/ meson production o↵
bound nucleons for the neutron spectator (left) and pro-
ton spectator (right) cases respectively. Similar to results
shown earlier, the generator level distributions are com-
pared with results including only acceptance e↵ects and

for full simulations. Unlike other observables shown ear-
lier, this observable requires double tagging of both lead-
ing and spectator nucleons to reconstruct t in the newly
proposed method.

Based on the acceptance-only results, the double-tagging
method to reconstruct the t distribution is generally not as
good as other observables such as pm, since it requires good
acceptance for both the leading and spectator nucleon.
Additionally, the resolution for t is a↵ected by smearing
from both reconstructed nucleons. Despite these caveats,
the t distribution can be measured up to very high t with
good precision utilizing the proposed EIC far-forward de-
tectors, especially in the neutron spectator case.

Reconstructing the t distributions through method 3
as introduced in Sec. 2 is found to be generally better
than other methods, including the new method proposed
in this paper. However, the new method might provide a
complementary way of reconstructing the t distributions
which is expected to be more robust against QED back-
grounds. For comparison among di↵erent methods, see the
Appendix in Sec. 8 for details.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the momentum transfer t for neutron
spectator (left) and proton spectator (right), respectively, in events
associated with incoherent di↵ractive J/ vector meson production
in ed collisions. These distributions are integrated over the full pm
range. Simulations at the generator level, with acceptance e↵ects
only, and with full simulations, are shown by solid, open circles, and
open squared markers, respectively.

The generator level t distribution in BeAGLE, recon-
structed by the new method using both nucleons, is found
to be di↵erent from the input t distribution of the PYTHIA-
6 ep simulation. Neither the t distributions in PYTHIA
6 nor in the current version of BeAGLE are kinematically
correct. The PYTHIA-6 model has no internal nucleon
momenta of the incoming nucleon. In BeAGLE, the inter-
nal momenta of the bound nucleons, the outgoing nucleon
after the interaction are not modified to account for inter-
nal nucleon momenta at the initial state in terms of cross
sections and kinematic variables. However a precise im-
plementation of the momentum transfer t distribution in
BeAGLE is not the primary focus of this paper, and it
is also not essential for the conclusions drawn from this
study.

At the EIC, the precise measurement of the t distribu-
tion in this process is directly related to the gluon imaging

7

Neutron spectator Proton spectator

Integrated over a range of pm 

Method requires double tagging of both proton and neutron 

In general t distribution affected by acceptance and resolution of nucleons 

Good precision in neutron spectator case
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Distribution in t for diffractive J/ψ in electron-deuteron

54

SRC dependent t-distribution 

Distribution in t is a Fourier transform of the source distribution 

Gluon distributions  of the bound nucleon can be measured for different internal momentum ranges 

Link between the role of gluons in the SRC and modifications of gluon structure functions

Assume 10% difference in the nucleon size for events pm>0.6 GeV

of the bound nucleons, similar to the case of general imag-
ing measurements at the EIC. See the EIC white paper for
a summary [50]. Since the t distribution is a Fourier trans-
formation of the source distribution, the measurement of
di↵ractive J/ mesons is sensitive to the gluon distribu-
tion in the impact parameter space. In this measurement
of incoherent di↵ractive J/ meson production with spec-
tator tagging, the gluon distributions of the bound nucleon
can be measured for di↵erent internal momentum ranges,
which might provide a link to the role of gluons in short-
range correlations and the modification of gluon structure
functions.

Even without a fundamental QCD calculation of this
possible e↵ect, we can nevertheless make a qualitative pre-
diction of the SRC-dependent t distribution of the di↵rac-
tive J/ cross section that will reflect the gluon source
distributions for di↵erent deuteron configurations. Based
on Ref. [51], the high energy data sample at HERA using
the H1 detector resulted in a measurement of the slope pa-
rameter of the t distribution of �4.88± 0.15 GeV�2, with
a 3% uncertainty from the exponential fit. If the deuteron
configuration is selected to be in the SRC region, where the
bound nucleons are are compressed spatially, this might re-
sult in a gluon source distribution di↵erent from the one
in a free nucleon. In this paper, we assume a ± 10% di↵er-
ence in the nucleon size for events with pm > 0.6 GeV/c,
shown in Fig. 7. In the calculations of Ref. [52], the bound
proton in the nucleus is found to be larger than a free
proton.
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Figure 7: The gluon source distributions F (b) (right) and their ra-
tio between SRC protons and the free proton as a function of impact
parameter b (left), based on a Fourier transformation of the t distri-
butions of elastic J/ production in �p collisions. The color band
indicates a 1� statistical uncertainty.

With the assumption of a similar statistical precision
as obtained by the H1 result [51], the 10% di↵erence in the
slope parameter of t will result in a 3� significant di↵erent
source distribution. This di↵erence will be mostly domi-
nated by the statistical uncertainty, while the systematic
uncertainty will be largely, if not fully, canceled. Over-
all, the significance of the results depends on the signal
strength and the statistical uncertainty. For a quantitative
prediction, rigorous theoretical calculations are needed.

In order to achieve a similar statistical precision for
pm > 0.6 GeV/c in photoproduction, the integrated lu-

minosity is estimated to be 30 fb1. For electroproduction
of Q2 ⇠ 10 GeV2, 100–500 fb1 are required depending on
the statistical uncertainty of the last measured t bin. For
details, see Sec. 8 for luminosity estimations.

Asdie from the gluon imaging of the bound protons
with high internal momentum in the deuteron, the specta-
tor tagging technique with deuteron breakup can provide a
wide range of applications in three-dimensional imagining
of sub-nucleonic structures. For example, deeply virtual
Compton scattering (DVCS) on the neutron [53, 54] can
be measured via a similar process in terms of final-state
particles as shown in Fig. 1, except for a real photon in
the final state instead of a J/ particle. The same quan-
tity, t distribution, can be measured in order to access the
Generalized Parton Distributions (GPD) of the neutron.
The detector requirements that have been studied in this
paper will also apply to the analysis of neutron GPDs. In
addition, using the spectator tagging method, the DVCS
process on the neutron can be unambiguously identified
on an event-by-event basis through the detection of the
proton spectator. Note that in Refs. [53, 54], the contri-
butions from DVCS on proton and DVCS on deuteron as
a whole were statistically subtracted on the cross section
level, while the analysis technique proposed in this paper
is an active detection of DVCS on the neutron. Finally,
related to the short-range correlated pairs of nucleons, the
free neutron GPD might be accessible by tagging the pro-
ton spectator with on-shell extrapolation, which has never
been done before and will be a unique measurement at the
EIC.

7. Conclusions

Incoherent di↵ractive J/ production with spectator
tagging in electron-deuteron collisions at the EIC is in-
vestigated using the BeAGLE event generator. Both the
leading and spectator nucleons from the deuteron breakup
can be detected using the far-forward detectors where the
internal nucleon momentum can be reconstructed via the
four-momentum of the spectator. Other kinematic vari-
ables, such as the momentum transfer t of the leading nu-
cleon, can be reconstructed by tagging both nucleons in
the final state.

Observables that are sensitive to short-range correla-
tions are simulated using the most up-to-date interaction
region design and proposed forward detectors at the EIC.
Extremely high internal nucleon momentum configurations
in the deuteron of 0.8–1 GeV/c can be detected with good
acceptance and excellent resolution. The J/ photopro-
duction and electroproduction for di↵erent deuteron initial-
state configurations can be systematically studied with
high statistical precision, given the integrated luminosity
anticipated at the EIC. These measurements are expected
to be a sensitive probe to the short-distance dynamics aris-
ing purely from gluons at the low-x region, and their de-
pendence on internal nucleon configurations.

8

Gluon source distribution F(b) and ratio between SRC protons and free 
protons from the FT of the t distribution of elastic J/ψ 
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Passage of color charges through cold nuclear matter
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• Modern theories of QCD in matter (such as SCETG and NRQCDG) have enabled novel understanding of parton 
showers on matter. Capabilities to calculate higher order and resumed calculations in reactions with nuclei  

• EIC will provide important input on hadronization mechanism in eA 

• Different scenarios: parton evolution in medium or hadron absorption

20

● Low energy: hadronization 
inside → formation time, (pre-)
hadronic absorption,...

● LHeC: dynamics of QCD radiation and hadronization.
● Most relevant for particle production off nuclei and for QGP 
analysis in HIC.

Radiation and hadronization:

∼ ratio of FFs A/p
● High energy: partonic evolution 
altered in the nuclear medium.

Physics at low xBj and in eA: 2. Highlights.
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196 7.4. UNDERSTANDING HADRONIZATION

Figure 7.91: Ratio of the distributions in Fig.7.90 to vacuum FFs from DEHSS [919, 920].

In medium evolution for light and heavy flavor mesons

The effect of nuclear environment on hadronization is one of the key questions
that the EIC will investigate. Fixed-target HERMES measurements with electron
beam of energy Ebeam = 27.6 GeV [815, 816] have clearly established attenuation
of light particle production. Different theoretical approaches have been proposed
to explain the data that differ in the underlying assumptions and in the extracted
transport properties of large nuclei [805, 806, 817, 818, 985–987]. With better under-
standing of in-medium parton showers, the traditional energy loss phenomenol-
ogy can be generalized to full fragmentation function evolution in the presence of
nuclear matter. It is given by:

d
d ln µ2 D̃h/i (x, µ) = Â

j

Z 1

x

dz
z

D̃h/j
⇣x

z
, µ

⌘ ⇣
Pji (z, as (µ)) + Pmed

ji (z, µ)
⌘

, (7.51)

where in Eq. (7.51) Pmed
ji are the medium corrections to the splitting functions. In

addition to precision light flavor studies, the higher enter-of-mass energies at the
EIC provide new probes of hadronization - open heavy meson cross sections in
e+p and e+A collisions [988].

In contrast to light hadrons, the modification of open heavy flavor in DIS reactions
with nuclei, such as the one for D0 mesons and B0 mesons shown in Fig. 7.92,
is much more closely related to the details of hadronization. To investigate the
nuclear medium effects, we study the ratio of the cross sections in electron-gold
(e+Au) collision to the one in e+p collision. We use the cross section of inclusive
jet production for normalization that minimizes the effect of nuclear PDFs.

Rh
eA(pT, h, z) =

Nh(pT, h, z)
Ninc(pT, h)

���
e+Au

,
Nh(pT, h, z)
Ninc(pT, h)

���
e+p

. (7.52)

Parton energy loss and in-medium fragmentation function modification
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Modification (e+A vs e+p) of light vs heavy mesons vs the 
fragmentation fraction z  

Constrain the space-time picture of hadronization.  

Differentiate energy loss and hadron absorption 
models (based on ability to measure heavy flavors) 

Lower energy beams better for this process 

Li, Liu, Vitev 
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Jets as probes of cold nuclear matter
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Jets emerged as a premier diagnostic tool for hot nuclear matter at RHIC and LHC 
Also excellent probes for cold nuclear matter. Using jets, elucidate the properties of in-medium parton showers. 
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PDF partonic cross section jet function

initial final3

charge at the EIC can be written as

hQeA
,qi =hQep

,qi exp

Z µ

µ0

dµ0

µ0
↵s(µ0)

2⇡2
(2⇡µ02)f̃med

q!qg(, µ
0)
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⇥
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med
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+O(↵2

s) . (6)

Here, the exponential term comes from the
medium-modified DGLAP evolution from µ0 ⇡ ⇤QCD to

the jet scale and f̃med
q!qg(, µ) =

R 1
0 dx (x

�1) fmed
q!qg(x, µ).

Finally, from the second line of Eq. (6) we have explicitly

J̃
med
qq � Jmed

q =
↵s(µ)

⇡

Z 1

0
dx (x

� 1)

⇥

Z 2Ex(1�x) tanR/2

0
d2k?f

med
q!qg (x,k?) . (7)

Numerical Results.— In the calculations that follow
we use the CT14nlo PDF sets [50] for the proton and
the nCTEQ15FullNuc PDF sets [41] for the nucleus, as
provided by Lhapdf6 [51]. Consistent with Ref. [25],
we fix the nominal transport coe�cient of cold nuclear
matter hk2?i/�g = 0.12 GeV2/fm, consider a gold
(Au) nucleus, and average over the nuclear geometry.
The in-medium shower corrections induced by the
interactions between the final-state parton and the
nucleus vary with the parton energy in the nuclear
rest frame, where the lower energy partons receive
larger medium corrections. Therefore, we focus on jet
production in the forward rapidity region 2 < ⌘ < 4,
where the measurement is still possible but the jet energy
is lower in the nuclear rest frame. For the inclusive
jet cross section, we include all partonic channels and
the resolved photon contribution. Our results in e+p
collisions are consistent with the ones from Ref. [15].

Nuclear e↵ects on reconstructed jets in
electron-nucleus collisions can be studied through
the ratio

ReA(R) =
1

A

R ⌘2
⌘1 d�/d⌘dpT |e+A
R ⌘2
⌘1 d�/d⌘dpT

��
e+p

. (8)

The jet calculations correspond to the anti-kT algorithm
and as a first example we choose a radius parameter
R =0.5. The uncertainties of ReA are calculated
by varying the scale settings in the numerator and
denominator simultaneously, i.e. in a correlated way as it
minimizes the variation due to the overall normalization
of cross sections. In Fig. 1 bands correspond to scale
uncertainties from varying the factorization scale and
the jet scale by a factor of two independently. For jet
rapidity ⌘ = 2 at leading order, when the jet transverse
momentum is in the range [5,25] GeV, the Bjorken-x
varies from [0.09, 0.43] corresponding to the so-called
anti-shadowing and EMC regions of nuclear PDFs. As
a result, there is an enhancement for small pT due to
anti-shadowing and a suppression for large pT due to
the EMC e↵ect, which is shown by the blue band in the
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FIG. 1: Modifications of the inclusive jet cross section in
18 ⇥ 275 GeV e+Au collisions for the rapidity interval
2 < ⌘ < 4. In the upper panel, the blue and green bands
represent contributions from initial-state PDFs and final-state
interaction between the jet and cold nuclear matter, while the
red band is the full result. The lower panel shows the full ReA

for two di↵erent nPDF sets.

upper panel of Fig. 1. The green band represents the
final-state e↵ects, which give rise to 10 - 20% suppression
when pT ⇠ 5 GeV. They are smaller for larger jet energy
as expected, and going to backward rapidities further
reduces the e↵ect of medium-induced parton showers.
The predicted full ReA(R = 0.5) for 18 GeV (e) ⇥ 275
GeV (A) collisions is given by the red band. To illustrate
the impact of a di↵erent nPDF choice, we show in the
lower panel of Fig. 1 a comparison between the ReA

computed with the nCTEQ15 [41] and EPPS16 [52] sets.
We find that the di↵erence in cross sections is less than
5% 1. The measurements of jet modification in the future
will improve our understanding of strong interactions
inside nuclei and nuclear PDFs at moderate and large
Bjorken-x.

To study cold nuclear matter transport properties with
jets at the EIC, it is essential to reduce the role of nPDFs
and enhance the e↵ects due to final-state interactions.
An e�cient strategy is to measure the ratio of the
modifications with di↵erent jet radii, ReA(R)/ReA(R =
1), as for jets with the same kinematics initial-state
e↵ects in e+A reactions will cancel. This is also an
observable very sensitive to the details of in-medium
branching processes [1] and greatly discriminating with
respect to theoretical models [37]. Furthermore, it is

1
Other uncertainties can arise from Monte Carlo replicas within

the same PDF set or variation in the transport properties of

nuclear matter.
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FIG. 2: Ratio of jet cross section modifications for di↵erent
radii ReA(R)/ReA(R = 1.0) in 10 ⇥ 100 GeV (upper) and
18 ⇥ 275 GeV (lower) e+Au collisions, where the smaller jet
radius is R=0.3, 0.5, and 0.8, and the jet rapidity interval is
2 < ⌘ < 4.

very beneficial to explore smaller center-of-mass energies
where the final-state e↵ects are expected to be larger even
though the cross section is smaller. Such measurements
will take advantage of the high-luminosity design of the
future facility. Our predictions for the ratio of jet cross
section suppressions for di↵erent radii at the EIC is
presented in Fig. 2, where the upper and lower panels
correspond to results for 10 GeV (e) ⇥ 100 GeV (A) and
18 GeV (e) ⇥ 275 GeV (A) collisions, respectively. The
plot in the upper panel is truncated around pT ⇠ 20 GeV
because of phase space constraints in the lower energy
collisions.

By comparing the 18 GeV ⇥ 275 GeV e+Au
collision results to the ones in Fig. 1 we see that
ReA(R)/ReA(R = 1) indeed eliminates initial-state
e↵ects. To underscore this point, in addition to using
the nCTEQ15 nPDF set [41], we evaluated the double
ratio with the EPPS16 [52] parameterization and found
that the results are indistinguishable. The red, blue,
and green bands denote ratios with R = 0.3 , 0.5 , 0.8,
respectively. Since medium-induced parton showers are
broader than the ones in the vacuum, for smaller jet
radii the suppression from final-state interactions is more
significant. Even though the scale uncertainties also
grow, the nuclear e↵ect is very clear and its magnitude is
further significantly enhanced by the steeper pT spectra
at lower

p
s.

For jet substructure, Fig. 3 presents our jet charge
results at the EIC in 18 GeV ⇥ 275 GeV e+Au collision
and for radius parameter R = 0.5. The red, blue
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FIG. 3: Modifications of the jet charge in e+Au collisions.
The upper panel is the modification for up-quark jet with
⌘ = 3 in the lab frame. The lower panel is the results for
inclusive jet with 2 < ⌘ < 4 in 18 ⇥ 275 GeV e+Au collisions.

and green bands correspond to the jet charge parameter
 = 0.3 , 1.0 , 2.0, see Eq. (2), respectively. The upper
panel shows the modification for the average charge of
up-quark initialed jets, where the rapidity is fixed to
be ⌘ = 3. It is defined as hQeA

,qi/hQ
ep
,qi and predicted

by Eq. (6), which is independent of the jet flavor and
originates purely from final-state interactions. Flavor
separation for jets has been accomplished at the LHC [53]
and should be pursued at the EIC. For a larger , the
( + 1)-th Mellin moment of the splitting function is
more sensitive to soft-gluon emission in that it a↵ects
the z ⇠ 1 region in the splitting function where medium
enhancement for soft-gluon radiation is the largest. As
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3, the modification is
more significant for larger . The overall corrections are
of order 10% or smaller and decrease with increasing pT .
The modification of the average charge for inclusive jets
behaves very di↵erently because there is a cancellation
between contributions from jets initiated by di↵erent
flavor partons, in particular from up quarks and down
quarks. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the ratio of
average charges for inclusive jets with R = 0.5 and
2 < ⌘ < 4 for e+A and e+p collisions. The modification
is about 30% and the  dependence is small due to the
large di↵erence between up/down quark density between
proton and gold PDFs. Precision measurement of the
charge for inclusive jets will be an excellent way to
constrain isospin e↵ects and the up/down quark PDFs
in the nucleus.

Conclusions.— In summary, we presented a pioneering

• IS (large and small ) vs FS (small 
) contributions to nuclear ratio 

• Small nPDF effects 
• Ratios with different jet cone allow 

to separate parton shower effects

pT
pT

• Pioneer jet substructure studies with heavy quark initiated jets performed  in a EIC regime very different from 
the one probed in heavy ion collisions 

• Pave the way to a qualitatively new level of understanding of  the role of heavy quark mass

Li, Vitev 

Li, Liu, Vitev 
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Summary

57

• EIC : precision tool for high energy nuclear physics 

• Nuclear structure functions, precision extraction of nuclear PDFs, testing the limits of 
collinear factorization in nuclei. Initial conditions for hot QCD. 

• Explore the onset of saturation in eA, DGLAP vs non-linear evolution, x,A, and Q 
dependence. Precise measurement of FL needed (variable energies) 

• Extraction of diffractive nuclear PDFs possible for the first time, potential for FLD. 
Prospects for measuring Reggeon.  Diffractive to inclusive ratios needed to distinguish 
between the different scenarios (saturation vs leading twist shadowing). 

• Exclusive diffraction of vector mesons, excellent process to map spatial distribution 
and test saturation. Experimental challenges. 

• Test the mechanism of hadronization with hadrons and jets (heavy flavors, low energy 
beams). Initial vs final state effects. 

• Rich program with light ions: spectator tagging, configuration dependence, neutron 
structure, SRC,  coherent nuclear processes, polarization


